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INTRODUCTION

"Finding Waytt EXtellente Under Pressureas the theme for the
Nebraska Library ASSOtiatiOn.'s College_and University Section 1986:
Spr_ing Meetihg, Eath paper presented addressed the conference tOpit
either direttly or indirectly indicating that Nebraska's academic
libraries are not exempt from today's preSSUres to maintain the quality
of service_in_the face of budgetary rettraintt. The majority_of_the
.lapers discussed what level,of reftrente tervice_ should_be_provided
during_this period of fittal liMitation: on7line_search services during
times of retrenchment; biblibgraphit instruction for non-traditional
students, publit terVite't tide of_coping with budgetary pressures,
and inadvertent pértbna1i;:ed reference service.

The remaining_papers discuused a variety of topitt:
Uting a microcomputer database-manager tO tOnstruct_an accession
list;:future uses of CD-ROM; staff tUrnOVer, libraries_and collective
bargaining; preserving oUr prttent cbIlections and_finally; one paper
asked us to reconSider the Way we think about libraries; Must they
continue tO grOW larger and larger? Do we in fact need librarieS in
oUr future?

The papers_presented gave helpful information and advice on how
to maantain excellence under_pressUre arid illicited_ interesting
discussions. The Executive Bbard Of the College_and University
Section thanks Union C011ege and those who_participated for
ccintributing to a Succettful spring meeting.

Tamra L. Teasley
Nebratka Library Association
College and University Section

October 1986
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COPING WITH BUDGET PRESSURE:

A PUBLIC SERVICES LIBRARIAN'S VIEW

By
Janet C. Lu

Head, Public_Services
Cochrane4Zoods Library

Nebraska Wesleyan University

A public services librarian's view of how to maintain quality

standards of service in the faz:e of budgetary cutbacks. Ingenuity,

an optimistic attitude, professional dedication; and a supportivo

administration are some of the ingredients needed.

As you can see this librarian is under a Iot of pressure.



Let me show you another cartoon ( I don't have stress, I give

stress!). This could be your boss.

Suppose you changed the words to read: I don't get pressure, I give

pressure:This person could be the administrator wno has the power

to cut your Ludget.

12
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How can academic libraries cope and survive under tight budget

constraint? How can librarians maintain quality standards of services

under budgetary cutbacks? In my opiniOn; to cope with the pressure

created by shrinking dollars; initially, you must have very loyal,

dedicated, and well-trained staff members who are willing to work

hard for comparatively low pay and who are committed to excellence

in service; then you must have an optitistic attitude toward your

profession;j1ext you must be able to use every bit of ingenuity you

have in achieving the goal of providing the best services possible;

and finally you must haw.. som..k.ind of support, not necessarily

financial, from your school administration;

We are all facing a budget crisis in one way or another. Many

academic libraries have learned to cope and have managed to

maintain excellence in service while others are still struggling

With reduced services and staff cuts.

Nebtaaka Wesleyan University is considered one of the finest private

colleges in the state. It is listed in the recent New York Times

publication REST-BUYS-IN-COLLEGE-EDUCATION as one Of the best biiy

in the state of Netraska. Our institution has found its way in

maintaining excellence in higher education. Our library must also

find a way to provide quality services to its faculty and students

as a supporting function;

To maintain quality of library services With a limited budget

you need a dedicated staff who is devoted to hard work. Right now

we have the best library staff that any library administrator could

dream of having. Each one of us is highly motivated and service

oriented; We have maintained a minumum staff of seven people for

at least 10 years; yet our services have been expanded in the

recent 3-5 years from video program/equipment services to computer

online searchea.
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In the Public Services Department we have added a great deal of AV

ServiLes such s AV eflluipment and video program check outs, record

keeping, video taping and showing, etc. We have added an "Apple

Orchard" which is a small computer room with six Apple computers

and diskes for check outs. We handle all money matters and the

maintanence of the new coin coperated copy machine, as well aS

ILL service, DIALOG online searches, reference services, freshman

library tours and upper class bibliographic instruction, DIALOG

demonstrations, etc. The profesSional Staff also serves on various

committees and teaches one evening course per semester in the

Library Science program. There is a long list of routine duties

for both the professionals and the paraprofessionals. However, we

all have a strong sense of committment and take it all in Stride

and pride to do the best we can. Our library opens 89 hours every

week not counting extra hours during finals week, and evenings

after a holiday or recess period. Ourg are the longest library

hours in the state. We have 16 student assistants working for

total of 150 hours at the Circulation Department per week. There

are 4 Student supervisors among the 16 student assistants.

A Unique situation exists in that all staff members take turns

WOrking at the reference deak and supervising the Circualtion

Department on week ends; The paraprofessionals take turns

working at the Public Services Department on week night8 in addition

tti their regularly assigned duties. The adventages of this are

that all staff members get a Chance to Work in the public services

area; the disadventage is that it takes them away from their

ot.hi line of worki and adds extra responsibilities and pressure

to their jobs. Some of the paraprofessional staff members may

not feel competent and skillful enough to help the users in the

most efficient way. However, all paraprofessionals are eligible

to enroll in our Library SO.ence program to get proper training.

14
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To help ell staff and student assistants serve the users better

we have designed some check 1i8tS as teMindeta which Will help

every one remember all the little detailed chores that we have

tti db While on duty. (see Appendix. I - Check list for staff

on weAtend duties; Appendix II - Check list for student supervisor).

They look very tideous, but they are ne-assary. We are very

fortunate that all of our paraprofessionals are well trained. Two

of them ate our former Library Science graduates, the other

two have years of librgry experience and college education

backgrounds. They serve on reference desk duties under the

SUperVision of the Public Services Librarian and they work as

a team; Brief reference sessions and assistance are given by

the Public Services Librarian when needed;

For many years, our paraprofessionals were pai4 with clerical

worker's salaries. Only in cent years have their salary levels

been adjusted. The salaries for faculty and administrators

have also been adjusted in recent years. However, we do not know

our salaries for the coming year until we know our student

enrollment in the Fall.

We have our ups and downs naturally. On the days when everything goes

wrong, we can be extremely depressed and frustrated, especially

When dealing With AV serVices. When equipment does not work;

when there are too many video tapes and films to be shown or tapped

without enough helping hands; When you tell students that the New

York Times, -on microfilm, is a great resource tool to use, and then

find out none of the Microfilm readers wrok; when you tell the faculty

or students that we have slide projectOrs, filth projedtOta, redord

Players, cassette recorders, etc. etc. and know many of them are

not in good working Condition, and have never been serviced or
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properly repaired because of high cost. It iS fruattating, and

it adds a 1ot of pressure; not to mention headaches to the service

oriented library staff. But we have endured all the frustration

i4ith a very positiVe and optithistic attitude. We often laughed about

incidents thatwere out of our control with humor and high hopes

that there will be better times in the future.

During the years our staff has developed a great deal of igenuity

which is very helpful in solving many of the problems we face

regularly. Everyday we wear many hats on the job. We are the

educators, the counselors, the librarians, the mechanics. The Mr.

or Mrs. Fix-it. When equipment is in trouble, we try to fix it by

using whatever tools are available, such as hair pins, clothes

hangers, ball pens, letter openera, ett. Lutkily we have fixed

quite a few minor problems. Our director finally bought a set of

tools with which to tackle some of the more complicated mechanical

prOhlems. SO, if you see our director running around with a tool

box, don't mistake him as a hired Mr. Fix-it, he i8 jugt out "Jack

of AlI Trades" performing many mechanical emergencies of the day.

Tha biggaat ataa baing affetted by the tight budget is prObably

our AV service; It is the biggest frustration in our entire Public

Services Department. We could do better if we had more helping

hands and better equipment. On some days we can be so swamped

with video showing and taping that my assistant, tha directOr, dr

I will be running up and down the stairs the entire day. On other

occasions, we are often asked by students to help with the mal-

functioning computers, printers, charging machine, or coin operated

copy machine. Our staff will try all their might to fix them. I

still have a vivid picture of my assistant running to our cad coin

operated copy machine with a wire clothes hanger or letter opener

in her hand to fix the jammed coin machine. MAnY tim88 she would

fix the machine without any problems.
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Inflation and the shrinking dollar directly affects the school

and indirectly affects the library. We can feel the pinch everywhere.

We have less purchasing power to build up our collectiOn. It Alao

takes igenuity to plan our purchasing. qa are selecting materials

with extra caution and consideration evan though we are still trying

to up a collection that is as balanced and adequate as possible.

For example, we used to purchase 3 sets of BOOKS_IN_PRINT, brit for

the reference collection; one for the Circulation Department; one

for the Acquisition; Since we are a meditra-sited library, eadh

department is not too far from the others, and we decided to get

by with just one set located in the reference collection area, but

close to the Technical Se /ices room. The discarded set is kept

at the Circulation Department. The luxuary of owning three sets

is gone, but it does not affect the users much. The staff just has

to do a little walking to use it.

We update our encyclopedias every 3-5 years 'with at leaat dhe dUrrent

Set On the Shelf. We have ordered the 1986 EncvcIoneadiaBritania

which will be the only updated set for another five years. We have

cut quite a bit in the continuation and standing Order liat. Many

reference titles Will be ordered every two to three years depending

on needs. Decisions will be made after very careful evaluation.

Index and abstract subscriptions have been greatly cut with careful

evaluation. The DIALOG online service is very helpfuJ to the fatulty

atd students, however, the fact that the users have pay for the

cost of searching usually turns them away. We don't encourage freshmen

to use online search service for their research papers becduad of

the cost factor.

We have learned to cope and maintain our standards in providing

quality services thanks to a very supportive school adOiniatration.

HOWever, to have a supportive school administration does not guarantee

the ability to soJve budget problema. Our school administration
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is very sympathetic and very concerned about our budget problems,

but there are only so many pieces of pie to share. Somehow knowing

that they are morally supportive of our budget problem is a comfort.

The faculty and students are satisfied with what we are trying to

do to provide good services. They are mostly thankful for what we

do to help them and are compassionate with regard to the frustration

we e:-.:ounter. When we show our frustration with malfunctioned

machines, they usually say "It is not your fault that the machine

doesn't work, you did your best. I appreciate it". Comments like

this make our day very pleasant, and the pressure diminishes right

away. Working with a staff striving to better serve our users and

a community full of caring people is a joy.

Our attitude in the public services is that we are here to "serve"

our users by providing the services which will satisfy their informa-

tional and educational needs We are our users' friends, we are

also our institution's ambassador to the public. As library workers,

we have a committment to our profession and are striving fOr

excellence in everything we do. We are very optimist4c towards our

future and I am confident that with a hard working staff and good

School adminiStration, we will make it.



Appendix

C1!EC1:L:ST FOR
UEU.-END DUTIES

(Staff '.se only)

Date:

1:hen You Arrive Uhen You Leave

1. Turn 6n lights. 1. Lock basement-door.
2. Unlock front doors. 2. Lcck rooms 315, 316, and 317.
3. count_money. 3. Turn off equipment in 315,
4. Record the amount of money on 316, and 317.

cash tabulation sheet. 4 If timer light is on VCR in
5. Check money drawer to make sure 315, please leave as is .

thereiis an adequate supply of Do-notturn-Off,
quarters. 5; Leave at_least $15 of change

6. Copy machine (paprr, toLer, in the money drawer (mostly
dispersant, etc.) quarters).
AV taping and viewing. 6 . Count t_otal nmount Of money

8. Supervise student assistants. in_cash drawer on Sunday
9. Unlock basement door. nights only.
10. Reference desk duty; 7. Record on cash cabulation
11. Johnson Treasury 1oom.:1 sheet.
-12. Chetk microfilm area. If Dukane S. Chetk With Student§ that all

machine is not being used, is going well.
check to see that machine 9. Give student assistant
power is off and lever is in supervisor the thetklist to
"off" position. fill oat._

10. Lotk the "Keys:Box" in
storage unit With padlOck.-

11. Leave at 10 p.m. (4 p.m. on
SaturdaY).

!!-ore there any problems with equipment?

Dcscribe any other problems (security, service, temperature, etc.) th;it you may

have had.
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Appendix II

Daily Checklist For Cir-ulation-StUde-nt Assistant Supervisors

Name: Date: Shift: From To

It is essential that all duties_which are-assigned to student supervisors on
opening and/or closing shifts .beidone everytime.,This thetkliSt is to assist
you by heiping_you to retember_theth_all. Please check off each_one aS you do
it. Then complete the items belOW_thc checklist and tarn the sheet in to your
superViSor. This is to be done faithfully everytite you Work. Thank you.

When You Arrive When You Leave

I; Clock in.
2. Check aII floors and microfilm

area.
. Put up,newspapers.

4. Empty book drops.-
5. Checkin books and materials

and-place them on cart._
6. Straighten referente and

reading lounge area.
7. Chock boxes,for scrap paper.
8. Sharpen pencils;
9. Chetk With staff person for

assignments.
JO. check AV calendar for things

to be done during your shift.

1. Change date machine.
2. Count_checkout cards and

record.
3. Stamp white-fatulty -card

with date stamp.
4. Plate prOPOr tovers nn cards

and file.
5. Take head count and record.
6. Pitk,Up thatérials on 2nd and

3rd .-foors.
7; Check exit doors on all

floors-(thOUld be locked at
all times).

8. Chetk reStrOOms.
9. Turn off Treasury Rnom

lights._
10. Turn Off All lights.
11. Bring_elevator to 1st floor

and "stop";
12. Ringibell_(15 minutes before

closing time and again at
closing);

13. Chock Orchard.
14. AsSiSt-Security Guard in

final closing procedures.
15. Chick microreaders. Be sure

they_are off and Dukanel
lever is in "off" position.

-1 . Cletk out.
17. Change date stamp according

to Facultyilegend after cards
are stamped (Friday only).

18. Turn off copier.
19. Turn off fans (Orchard).

Were there any problems With equipment?

Did the security guard arrive reasonably on schedule?

DiStribe any other problems (security; service, temperature, etc.) that you may

have had.

20
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THE LIBRARIAN, THE ACCESSION LIST, AND THE DATA BASE

B. C. Wehrman

Nebraska Wesleyan UniVerSity

Lincoln, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

Automation provides librarians with a mechanism for

increasing services at reduced costs. This paper shares the

experience of Nebraska Wesleyan University

microcomputer data base manager (pata- Perfect by L.710 tio

construct an accession list of titles recently added tO the

C011ection, and it examines some of the pi.oblems involved in

constructing a matrix for such a list; Finally, it makes some

tentative comparisons in the use of a microcomputer system

verauS the uSe of OCLC to fulfill this kind of need.

using a

As I am sure most of us are aware, we librarians are caught

in a crucible z)f opposing forces. On the one hand, we face the

information explosion and the difficulty this presents in trying

develop collections which somehow adequately cover each

discipline. Moreover, as the cliche goes in the library world

-- and it is worth remembering as someone once said that ideas

become cliches because they are true -- librarians can no longer

be content with merely archiving their collection in the

traditional manner. They must go out and agressively expand the

services they offer to the public; expanded in new and perhaps

undreamed of ways. But increased services imply, among other

things, increased costs in terms of money and time (which is

another measure of money).



On the other hand, against these increasing demands come

budgets which are rarely adequate to meet even the most basic

demands. And, when the going gets tough; It seems everyone gets

going on the library. That iS; Almost univerSally, librarieS

seem to get rqt disproportionately.

Faced with this dilemma of increased demand and bugetary

constraints) we are forced to find mechanisms which allow us to

increase services while reducing costs. As has bet'n felt in the

library community for some time; computers can contribute

great deal towards solving this problem. Indeed, most if riOt

all of us have probably computerized a good part of our

operations during the recent years and are looking for more ways

to do this. However, given the newness of this technology we

Will probably nave to rely on each other for advice and counsel.

Indeed; one of the great advantages of having a meeting like the

one sponsored by the College and Academic section of NIA is that

it allows us to come together and share ideas and experiences.

To this end; I would like to share our experience at

NebraSka Wetleyan University in constructing an accession list

we call it a !lsiew Holdings° list for easier patron

identification using a data base system. :t is a monthly

list of all of the new additions to our library and is sent out

to all the facUlty and posted im the library fOr student use.

The particular software we empioy ;s pata Perfect by LAM; though

I hope to present the issues surrounding this kind of list in

8unh a way that everyone will find it useful, regardless of the

22
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partisular data base system they use;

It is interesting to note that at Wesleyan, even before I

joined it, there was a demand for this kind of list, For one

thing, becauSe the faculty do most of the book ordering, this

kind of list allows them to check up on their order. For

another; they can keep current on the books ordered for their

department by their colleagues. Moreover, they can search other

departments for books of personal interest or which fulfill

informiation needs of an interdisciplinary nature. Finally, it

goes without saying, that thiS kind of liSt iS A good public

relations vehicle for the library;

This list, while an important asset to current awareness

programs, presents great difficUltie6 When attempted manually.

It requires a whole series of intricate tasks that must be

carried out with a great deal of care and precision. Solving

the problem of sorting the records, which must be done before

they are typed onto the list, presents one with some fairly

unattractive alternatives. One option is to save all of the

records -- usually the shelf list cards -- for a month and then

type the list. But following this course holds up some of the

other activities in processing while it waits for the cards to

be returned. The other alternative, which does not interrupt

the work flow, is to construct a series of short lists from the

cards as they come through the processing routine. As each new

batch of cards is received, a new list is made and at the end of

thc month a series of mini-lists is distributed. But having a

23
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series of lists makes using them so difficult that it almoSt

defeats their purpose.

This process is further complicated by attempting

corrections; Indeed, correcting can become so cumbersome as to

force a library to ignore the error, as say, when a part of the

title or even a complete entry is inadvertantly left out; Typos

and incorrectly copied call numbers are more easily corrected

but can lead to sloppy looking lists, hardly an asset to publid

relations. Working with these lists can become so time

consuming and so disheartening that despite their value to the

community; they are usually and quietly discontinued, as was my

experience as a patron at the UniverSity of IllinoiS EngliSh

Departmental Library.

A data base, however, easily overcomes these problems.

Editing 14 corrections on a data base is as easy as editing

correctionrs on a word processor, and because the list is sorted

by the machine, entries can be made at anytime and in any order.

Setting up a data base, any data base, takes careful

analysis at its inception. Before one can determine which

fields should be included in the data base, one has to have a

good view of how the list is going to be printed out -- what

pieces of information are going to go where and which

information is going to be used for sorting the liSt. In thiS

connection, it is worth remembering the old computer science

adage that searching is the problem and sorting is the answer;

For our purposes, this translates into meaning that one can only
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construct the data fields for sorting when one has clearly

established how the list is goIng to be searched;

In Wesleyan's case; for example, with a small cc11,t7Aibn

that grows at no more that 300 item:, per month, the list is best

served by sorting in as general a subject area as possible;

Since we use our call number as the subject identifier; this

meant sorting on the class letters in the LC classification

system and not going as far as the division numbers of each

class Within these general class areas the individual titles

are sorted alphabetically by title. My reasons for limiting the

sorting only to the general class letters are: 1) I feel few

faculty know the intricate division numbers, even in the subject

areas that they use heavily. If the list was completely sorted

by call number, the faculty would find each individual record in

nO paeticolaely helpfUl order. Whereas now, tnsy can follow the

alphabetical title order within the class sections. 2) I feel

more people are going to be interested in all of the additions

to their subject area, not just the ones In their specifiC

fieldS. And, 3) because I limited myself to the class areas,

am able to pass out a guide with the class letters and their

corollary subject areas something that would be extremely

cumbersome and difficult if I teled to do it foe the Whole Call

nuMber in fact, probably impossible.

The mechanics for carrying out this arrangement are at first

subtle. By this I mean one has to separate out those elements

which one wants to sort from the other elements of the call
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nUMber. In this case (see appendix I) field one; called "ALPH"

for the alPhabetiCal Portion of the call tiUmbet, i8 8epatated

from the field two "CALLiii" where the eet of the call number

iS entered). And though when these are printed they are

formatted to be placed contiguously, when we fiort we Only uSe

"ASPH." This concept iS iMpbrtant eVen for those who wish to

Stitt on the entire elms. The machine has uo trouble sorting on

the entire number until it gets to the Cutter. tiecause it

always sorts nuMberS before lettert (in accordance with ASCII);

One will get a list in which the decimal point followed by a

number will precede those with simply a Cutter -- something We

clearly do not want. The solution is to separate the Call

number field from the Cutter field. One Can still sort on both

(one after the other).;

In additiOn tO the abave considerations; we also detided tO

separate different groups of materialt within the list. That

is; instead of a long liSt With all the different types of

mat-et:al mixed in together; we wanted to arrange all of the new

reference material; the new book material; the new media

Material, etc. into their own separate gtoup. Not only would

this make the list more intelligible; but it would aiSO draW

attention to the different types of material available in the

library. This is of particular importance to Out audioviSual

collection which we feel is being Under Utilited.

We worked on various schemes to get the entries to sort the

way we wanted them to ( including using blanks or some kind of
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non-alphabetic character to act as a code to sort the different

groups). But none proved very satisfactory -- basically because

they detracted from the appearance of the list. I finally

decided to use a number code (see appendix : field 6). Each

type of material is given a separate code: for example,

Reference is 1, the General Book Collection is 2, and the

SpeCial ColleCtiOnt iS 3. To sort the list we first use these

codes and then the call number and finally the title It is

important to note that though we use this field for sorting and

it is in the data base, we do not print it. It is a concealed

field.

Sorting the material into different groups mandates using

headers and using blank records to separate one group from

another. Fortunately, because certain characters are sorted

before the numbers and letters, this was relatively easy to

accomplish. (See appendix II) For example, blank spaces and the

"*" character sort before the other characters. Thus by coding

the header and the blank record with the numeric code for each

group, these special records will neatly fall into the desired

place.

OUr overall procedure at WeSleyan i8 tO enter the list in

stages. That is, we enter the records as we get them.

Immediately after entering the records, we print out a list and

Check it. The Corrections are then edited into the data base.

In this connection, it is important to remember that even after

the final list has been printed out, it can still be corrected.
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This SeemS to happen to us right when we are ready to send it

off to be photocopied and some slight error is discovered

somewhere deep inside the list. To correct it we merely call up

the incorrect record using the searching capabilities of the

data base. After correcting the record, we only have to print

out the one affected page. This procedure is even easier and

quicker than trifino to line up a tVpeWriter And uSe liquid

paper.

Because using the data base is so simple; we have no trouble

in leaving most of the work to students. In fact, only the

revising of the list is handled by a paraprolessional. But I

find that there is still a lot of technophobia, even with our

freshman students who would have been in the eighth or ninth

grade When the big push for computers in the school systems

began; Thus, my training sessions with them and my written

procedure manuals have to be fairly detailed. In other words, I

have not created a turn-key system that I can walk away from and

just leave running. Moreover) there are different problems

Whioh crop up about every three months -- technical problems

that require my assistance in solving them. Or at least require

my certification that they are insolvable. But these kinds of

problems are, I believe, minor compared to the type of

supervision that would be necessary for a manual system.

Finally, I would like to take a look at the option of using

OCLC for this service. We have on several different occasions

conSidered using OCLC to generate thiS kind of litt for uS.
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Each time, I have studi.ed some of the cost factors that go into

the list and each time I tentatively conclude that We Are

probably doing it more cheaply in house.

I will start by noting that my investigation into this

matter can in no way be considered scientific. I have not made

a purposeful, controlled study of the time we spend on this

list. But I do consider my figures reasonably accurate -- at

least accurate enough for the conclusions I draw from them.

begin by noting that the cost of using OCLC for a year at $.16

per entry comes to $528.00 (figuring each list at 275 per

month); In the library, after questioning our students on

several different occasions, I have concluded that they can

enter one record in 1 1/2 minutes. Which when that is figured

up for the entire year comes to spending 4,950 minutes to enter

the list. Since we pay them $3.35 or about $.0558 minute, the

Cott comes to about $277 per year. I also figure that the

revisor spends about 2 1/2 hours each month on the list.

Figuring her at $5.00 an hour (which is ;) little high); I put

the reviSirg costs at $150 per year. To edit And print the litt

iS $80.40. This brings the total to $507.40, or slightly less

than the OCLC figure.

But these calculations do not include my time spent training

and working out the problems. So it is safe to assume that our

costs might be slightly higher than the OCLC price. However,

they are not that much higher -- i.e. no more than $50-$100;

Being this close I feel that continuing to conttruct thit data
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base in the library is cost effective. I feel this way because

of the advantages of customizing the list for our own use.

would note here that OCLC charges $35 to change the existing

options of the list, something we have done at least twice in

the past year and a half. And I do not think OCLC has the

option to allow us to separate the entries into the group as we

are currently doing, let alone allow us to construct the headers

we now have. Moreover, there are some things our library does

not catalog on OCI.X, such as serials, which would need, somehow,

to get on the list. But finally, the biggest point for me is

that the advantage of local control outweighs the possible

monetary benefit of using OCLC.

I hope I have been able to show you how easy and convenient

using a data base for this kind of task can be. I have found it

one of the great assets to our library, an asset which now that

it is integrated into our system,

live without.
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APPEIDIX II
NEW HOLD I NGS

FOR
22 COCHRANE:WOODS LIBRARY

05/01/86

CALL NUMBER TITLE

************

REF HD
2785 .887

REF KF 49
;C63

REFERENCE MATERIAL ************

BUSINESS FIRMS MASTER INDEX.

CONGRESS AND THE NATION;

REF KF 3941 GUN CONTROL: RESTRICTING RIGHTS OF PROTECTING PEOPLE' BY MARK A. SIEGAL, ET.
.A75 697

************ GENERAL BOOK COLLECTION ************

B 5705 AFRICAN PHILOSOPHY: AN INTRODUCTION.
.A77 1984

376 _ PRESIDENCY OF JOHN QUINCY.
.H24 1985

F -128.68 CANARSIE;
.C36 R54

GN_496 ELEMENTS OF DYNAMIC OCEANOGRAPHY.
.H67 1985

244.'6 PREPARING ART FOR PRINTING.
;S86 1983

************ SPECIAL COLLECTIONS ************

CASSETTE COMPANION TO CHAUCER'S CANTERBURY TALES.

CUR CHOICES.

FILM LA FRANCE.
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NEW START: BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION FOR
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS

Thomas A. Tollman, Laura K. Dickson, and Carol J. Zoerb

University of Nebraska-Omaha

Omaha, NebtaSka

ABSTRAC1

The UNC library conducts bibliographic instruction

classes for students who have been away from formal

education for an extended period of time as part of a

semester-long support aroup aimed at such students.

This paper describes the format followed in these

classes, and aLso discusses several positive and

negative factors associated with the approach.

"I FELT LIKE A LITTLE KID IN A CANDY STORE."

"I REALLY WISH I MiLD HAVE MORE TIME."

"(GIVE US) AN ASSIGNMENT TO DO ON OUR OWN DURING
THE WEEK."

"(I) DID LEARN HOW HELPFUL EVERYONE IS AT THE
LIBRARY."

"IT WAS FUN; YET EDUCATIONAL."

"EVERYONE SHOULD GO THROUGH IT. KEEP UP THE GOOD
WORK!"

"NOW I HAVE THE KEYS TO UNLOCK UNTAPPED
RESOURCES."
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How often do you receive this type of feedback

from a bibliographic instruction class? The opening

comments are quotes from the evaluation sheets of

library instruction claSSeS. The library instruction

that provides this positive response is part of an

unusual program at UNO called New Start.

the A4ew §-tari program was initiated at UNO in 1975

to focus on the needs and concerns of non-traditional

students. For New Start purposes, 8 non-traditiOnal

student is a person at least 25 years old who has been

away from formal education for at least 3 years.

S5tuated in a large metropolitan area, UNO attraCtS a

large number of students that db tot fall intO the

traditional 18=22 yeaibld age group. Presently nearly

509 of the students at UNO are over 25. There is

clearly a need for the New Start program here.

Although theSe n-ontraditional students are highly

MOtivatedi many have little self-confidence and may

feel out-of-touch and out-of-place on the college

campus. Rusty acadeMic Skills and outside pressure

from jobs and families often add to their difficult

adjustment. To ease this adjustment to academic life,

the College of Arts and Sciences offers New Start as an

elective course worth one hour of edit. During the

semester, the main objective of New Start is to create

34
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a support system for the students. The instructor

provides knowledge and friendship. The student group

of others who are rail in the same boat" creates a peer

support systc:.m Weekly lunches carry on the support

even after the formal class se-z.-sions have ended. D

Marge Wikoff, New Start instructor since its inception.

reports that students return often for a chat or

advice. In additioni New Start students receive campus

orientation and career counseling. They review basic

skills in math and Eng.iish; they learn study and teSt

taking skills, stress management, and library skills.

The largest single block of time--25% of the class

sessions-- is spent on the library usage instruction.

The library c:asses are taught by at least 2

librar ans. During the 1985-86 school year, there were

5 sections of New Start which ranged in size from

15-20 students. In the past, classes were composed

mainly of middle-aged women. Now we find one-third to

one=half of the class are men and there is a broad

spectrum of ages from 25 on up .

The library section of the New Start program

Consists of 4 one and one-half hour classes taught over

a 4 week period. The first week, after a brief tour,

we cover th9 card catalog and Library of Congress

Subject headings. Indexes and per±odiais are covered
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ih the 2nd session; abStractS and iiiifilM in ibe

3rd, and we conclude with government ibtuMents and an

ERIC corputer search.demonstration. the tikO Library

made videotapes that give a brief but ciear deStrit.tion

c-.t' the more heavily used libtry tools. The taoes are

usually shoWn in their entirety describing a series of

basic sources. F r the New Start classes, we isolate a

single portion of t _ tape dealing uith the subject of

the week.

The third session is a good example of the

bibliographic instruction we teach the New Start

classes. The class begins by giving the students the

handouts for the week and returning the previous week's

assignment. We allow time for queetiona and will take

this opportunity tO nOte consiStent errors or to offer

praiSe and encouragement; The abstract section of the

bibliographic instruction videotape is shown, giving a

detailed but concise explanation Of P§2chOiogical

AbStracts. After the videoi w go over the abstracts

again, since most of the students have never heard of

or dealt with abstracts. After careful exp anation of

what is guired on the workSheet, the students go to

the reference room to -omplete the assignment.

The worksheets require the students to make good

use of the tool introduced that week. The student

36
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always completes the worksheet during class time when

the Librarians are present to offer assistance. This

reinforces what was presented in class by offering

immediate feedback to the student. The students are

given some 3 dozen topics and asked to pick one to use

throUghbut the 4 week session; We also specify certain

tobls and in the 3rd session; six abstracts wIth fairly

typical formats are used. We do thiS to prevent them

froi ! using more complicated abstracts such as

Fiological or Chemical AbstI,acts.

After completino th worksheeti a lISt of dates is

giVeh to the students so they may locate information in

newspaper microfilm. At the end of last semester one

student commented on an evaluation form that we were a

grim Joti since virtually all of our topics dealt with

assassinations, invasions. and Other tragedies which

were picked because of tne big headlines. So, we

included some more upbeat topics such as the Royal

Wedding man on the moon and the dedication of the

Statue of Liberty. This hands-on experience of

threading the microfilm reader and reading the

headlines printed for the date selected proves to be

very enjoyable: Some students go back for more

microfilm and look up other toPiCS SUCh as what

happened on the date of their birth. Most cannot

resist reading the advertiSements for the date picked.
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It i8 definitely the highlight of t e session and it iS

hard to tear them away;

The students are asked to fill out an evaluation

form during the last class. This evaluation gives us

feedba-k as to the content of the classes and we take

the comments into consideration When the Library

Orientation Workbook and worksheets are revisecL

try to use the evaluation sheets to get an impression

Of the overall impact of the sessions. They also allOw

us to adjust different aspects of the course to better

fit the students needs and interests. The most

frequent comment is that the classes are too short even

though they last for 4 weeks.

The positive questions (what did you like most?

and what was most helpful?) elicit general answers

discussing learning about the library, hands on

experience with help available, and So Oh. The

negative questions (what did you like the leaet? and

what was least helpful?) tend to be answered with

specifics. For instance, the Spring 1986 comments

indicated the computer search demonstration was

resulting in either confusion or disinterest for a

number of the students. As a result, we may drop the

demonstration in futi,re New Start classes.
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Suggestions for improving the course can aaso

result in specific answers Several Fall 1985

evaluations mentioned that the library instnictiOn

would be better taught earlier in the semester so the

etudents could utilize the knowledge for research

papers. We talked about this idea with the New Start

instructors who did change the schedule for the spring

semester

We enjoy the responses to the question "what would

you like covered that wasn't?" The most frequent

answer is likely to b don't knowwhat elSe dti you

have to offer?" NeW Start teaches the studehts great

new skills and resources: they are eager to know as

much as pbssible; They are able to see the inherent

advantages in knowing how tn use the library.

Overalli the evaluations tend to reinforce our own

assessment of the New Start sessions. The worksheets

done with librarians on hand to answer any question§

come across consistently as the most valuable

experience. The evaluation feedbaz:k tells us we are

reaching our goals:

-the students are learning how to use the
"baSite" in_the library,. and

,-they_are_learning that reference people are
friendly and_willing to help even the most
ineXperienced student.
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Many Of us enjoy bibliographic instruction, and

there is no program we have found to be more enjoyable

and rewarding to offer than New Start. We give lots of

one-shot lectures in our department last year we

presented just over 200 lectureS arid reached

approximately 4,000 studnts. However, in a university

of 15,000, we don't typically get acquainted with more

:Ilan a feW of oUr StUdentS by name.

Thus, we enjciy having the chance to get to know some

students in the library setting over a period of

several weeks. More significantly, this more intensive

format enables us to reinforce some of the skills that

8re usually just described. We are able to talk about

sources, show students where these sources can be

fotind; answer questions while they are using them, and

verify that they have used them correctly. To an

extent, we are able to do the thorough job of teachihg

that we normally can't do in a 50-minute lecture. Thie

eases our frustation level, because we can keep working

with the students until thrn, seem confident.

The students are typically apprehensive and unsure

of themselves, but very highly motivated and incredibly

appreciative of our efforts. They sometimes seem

incredulous that a librarian would take them seriously

and spend so much time with them. You might think that

40
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we are excited about this ,gram becauSe it makes us

feel like we're doing the kind of work we tnought we

would be doing when we decided to become librarians.

You might be right.

here is also a down side to NeW Start. I'm sure

you have sensed the irony of our describing a program

that is thiS labor=intensive at a conference WhoSe

theMe i§ how to "deal with optimizing Service§ amid

budgetary constraintS".

We reached approximately 85 students in 5 Sections

of New Start during 1985-86. To do this we involved

three different librarianS and four paraprofessionals,

USUally with either 2 or 3 of us involved with each

section We typically spend 2 tb 2 1/2 hours per

person per week for the four-week duration of the

class, as well as one or more planning meetings before

and a po§t-=Mortem after the last class. That'§ a lot

of time to spend on 85 studentS.

Mr)st realists would view this ratio of staff to

student as being inappropriate. It is, indeed,

luxury course, but to date we have kept it in our

offerings because of the immensely positive feedback we

get from students and staff. We feel good partly

because we are doing the kind of competency-based
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teaChing that we would like to achieve with all our

students; but seldom do.

We are all aware of the changing age profile of

the American population. As fewer and fewer people

fall within ne traditional "college age", we will all

be looking to various nontraditional groups as our

clientele. Our guess 2S that UNO h'aS the oldeSt

average student age of any school in the State, in

large part because of our urban setting; but all of us

will h.-e courting the older students in years to come.

One factor many rontraditional students have in common

as anxiety, including library anxiety. They are

unfamiliar with any library, and feel particularly

insecure in a college or university library.

We have described one program which we have found

to be very wctll-received, but there are some specia]

factors involved. That is, the New Start program has

recruited peorde who recognize the need for some extra

support, and are at least potLntially receptive to our

efforts. We view our New Start efforts not as the

answer to all the needs of all nontraditional college

students, but rather as one approach that we have found

to be very successful.



APPENDIX L

NEWSTART

TIME FRAVE FOR 4 WEEK SESSION

3

2ST WEEK - INTRODUCTION; HANDOUTS, TOUR; CARD CATALOG AND LC
SUBJECT HEADINGS SECTION OF THE VIDEOTAPE, AND
ASSIGNMENT

2ND WEEK - ASSIGNMENT RETURNED; INDEX/PERIODICAL SECTION OF
THE VIDEOTAPE, AND ASSIGNMENT

3RD WEEK - ASSIGNMENT RETURNED; ABSTRACT SECTION OF THE
VIDEOTAPE; MICROFILM EXERCISE; AND ASSIGNMENT

4TH WEEK - ASSIGNMENT RETURNED4 GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS SECTION
OF THE VIDEOTAPE, ERIC SEARCH DEMONSTRATION, AND
ASSIGNMENT
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name

Class day and time

WORKSHEET ON ABSTRACTS

Using sn abstract from the list of abstracts below, complete the following
exercise;

Your topic is-

Name of abstract used Date Volume

Subject heading selected from subject index

Entry number . On page I

Author of article

Title of article

Title of magazine or other source

Date Volume_number

SELECTED LIST OF ABSTRACTS (choote one)

Abstracts in Anthropology

Child Development Abstracts &
Bibliography

Criminology and Penology Abstracts

Psychological Abstracts

Sage Public Administration Abstracts

Social Work Research and Abstracts

IsSui number

4 4

Pages of article

Locat4O4

Range A West

Range A West

Range B West

Range B West

Range B West

Range B West

\.



LIST OF DATES

Stock Market Crash

Martin Luther King Assassination

Peael Hitt& Day

JFK Assassination

NiXOn't retign4tion

D-Day

Lincoln's Assassination

Elizabeth becomet Queen Of England

Pope John's death

Royal Wedding

Man on the Moon

Lindberg. NY-Paris flight

Statue of Liberty dedicated

Battle of Little Bighorn

Ottobet 29, 1929

April 4, 1968

December It 1941

November 22, .1963

August 9* 1974

June 6, 1944

April 14, 1865

February 6, 1952

June 3, 1963

July 29, 1981

July 20, 1969

May 20-21, 1927

Oct,28, 1886

June 25, 1876

35
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Zvaluition Fern - Lier ry Sessions - Newstart

Woat did you like most apcot the course

Whit did 7011 like least about the course__

Was the course: too long too short

Was the inSormation presented: too much

Was the information presented clearly'? yes

Were the vorksheets helpful? yes no

Wai the Videotape useful? yes no_

What vas most helpful to you?

just richt

too little j* t richt

no

W'hit vat least helpful to you?

1
Gen you make suggestions tc improve the course?

Wnat vould you have liked covered that vasn't?

Additibh4l tOlatentt:

4 6
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THE PHILISTTNES ARE COMING, ARE comna!

O. A. Rudolph

Uaiveraity Libraries

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Lincoln, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

In contrast to r-liance upon standards and comparison

with peer groups, two judicial approaches used hereto-

fore by most librarians, a library's tunding request

based upon analyses of the library's ability to support

institutional programs and miysions is a better gauge

of the accurate needs of the library and is more likely

to be effective in the competition for a fair share of

the institutional budget, particularly in the near u-

ture.

My thesis is simple. Although ye have had the where-

Withal to determine what tbe activities in our libra-

ries should be and although there are means for deter-

mining accurate assessments of the levels of support of

libraries, most of us have not heretofore been overly

bothered with performing such detailed analyses to

learn what we should have learned about our operations.

It Vat ndt a case that it hurt our heads to think or

that we did not have the mathematical ability to make
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the calculations; We could have employed someone to ac-

complish either task; Operating our shops in a figura-

tively cavalier manner, ve were content in times of re-

trenchment only to adjust our operations superficially.

We made the minimal adjustments that were possible as ve

vaited for the ineVitable reestablishment of our posi-

tion at the institution. WEREN'T WE THE HEART OF TEE

INSTITUTION? It pas as if we knew that the gods of the

humanities would bail us out. Yes, in times Of retrench-

ment 80116e Of ds heti/ally took budgetary reductions.

Woit, however, got through these periods by being exemp--

t d from cuts, the budgetary reductions being only what

vas lost to inflatiOn.

Central to our being somewhat exempt from budgetary

cuts vas the great snov-job, that momentous public-re-

lations nonsense about our being the heart of the aca-

demic institution. A collateral reason vas the mana-

gerial truism that all chief officers learn: the librh=

ry is a bottomless budgetary pit. Thus, it vas that be-

fore the library budget vas touched, the institution re-

duced the number of policemen, custodians, and grounds-

keepers and removed duplicative course offerings.

I had t e misfortune to be a library administrator dur-
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ing a period 'when accurate budgetary analysis vas not

necessary and therefore not kept* a period vhen the ad

ministrative officers of my institution vere most, and

perhaps only, interested in formulae that allowed us to

receive higher funding. It vas thus relatiVely eaty for

me to go intO a budgetary session with my bosses. Armed

with calculations relating to the formulae of Clapp-

Jordan, of Washingtoa State; of California, or of some

mixture thereof, and reinforced by statistical compari-

sons with some group of libraries, I would present my

irrefutable case for more funds. I never 'worked in an

institution vhere the library vas not underfunded by

one or other of the aforementioned formUlae. In fact,

the selection of the appropriate formula was crucial.

I remember in one state ye librarians kept manipulating

the proposed formula until the largest inatitttioh in

the state also appeared to be underfunded, along with us

havenots.

As I rethink the laSt tWenty five years, I can't remem-

ber being employed by any institution where the chief

librarian had to be an expert about operational analy-

ses. The usual budgetary formulation during these years

was the present base without any increase, or the pres-

ent base with an increase of X (perhaps based upon fac-
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tOrt6 aj bj and c), or the present bare with a decrease

of Y. Even when an increase of X was requested by the

institution, the chief librarian was not always consul-

ted for the justification.

That we could have managerial nalfs as chief librarians

is not too strange inasmucn as ine demands upon ine ad=

ministrative officers of the institution did not require

greater budgetary expertise at the level of the libra-

rians. The situation may become clearer'if one under-

stands how institutional budgets come into existence.

InstitUtiOnal budgets are political instruments. Even

in those cases where there is an amassing of requests

from the separate parts of the institution, the institu-

tional budget is not pieced together by some logical,

cohesive rule. The requeet budget is only a 'needs'

list in the loosest sense. It is a sophisticated in-=

terpretation of what the funding source may accept. The

chief executive officer of the institution knows that

the request budget will not be acceptable: it will al-

ways be too high. That officer, though, like any good

barterer, knows, within reason, what the level of ac-

ceptance will be. That officer, thus, not only provides

for an u%anticipated windfall, but gives the funders

the oppc,rtunity to make adjustments and corrections to
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the request: in general, to do their thing.

This has been a game that honorable people play. Though

there are no expressed guidelines, all involved seem to

know the ground rules. Surprisingly, the game does in-

deed work, except in those instances vhen some disrepu-

table participant gets greedy or vhen a maint becomes

involved.

Yet the game has had its disadvantageous consequences.

The distribution of funding is not a systematic enter-

prise. Like the request budget, it too hinges more up-

on politics than upon logical need. A cardinal rule it

that what must be fixed today is accomplished, if at all

possible. Collaterally, what can be delayed until next

year or later is quickly deferred. A second rule p-

pears to be that library funding is only brought

a level that vill keep most of the faculty (and some-

times the students, but never the librarians) from com-

plaining. It is interesting to note that problems re-

lating to library budgets are quietly overlooked and

ignored vhen thø faculty become more concerned about

their own departmental problems.

In a sense the dual tasks of the chief librarian in this

game have been (1) to orchestrate the chorus of discon-

tents tio that there are indeed better Chandes for in-
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creases in funding; and (2) to distribute the received

futding in a mariner that Will tend to defuse the un-

leased chorus of discontents. Let it be noted ad an

aside, that the keeper of the wolves sometimes gets bit-

ten by a wolf.

Paat library bUdgets, like the institutional budgetit,

Were also politically pat together; At adMe date in the

history of the inatittitioh there vas a perceived need

for a library and a budget of X was allocated to the li

brary. At a later date the library budget became X + 1,

the increases continuing erratioally and Sporadically

until the library bUdget became X + n. It is curious

that there Via neVer a stage in the history of the 11 ==

braky where the size of the library budget Vould be jus-

tified logically as being diredtly related to the pur-

poses of the library operations, although I am sure that

the chief executive officer of the institution at all

times, and perhaps even th:e -chief librarian at times,

believed that the inCrenses in funding did so relate;

Eite* time that an increase in library funding occurred,

the chief executive officer of the ihstitUtion was re-

acting either to Some intra- or extra-institutional

preitUre to increase the size of the library budget, the

precise size of the increase being deterMined by the

chief executive officer not by a particular need but by
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what was conceived to be politically feasible and de-

sirable. In the past., therefore, the mOdus opOrandi

seemed to be: keep the library budget as low as possi-

ble, so long as there are no pressures to have higher

budgets; and, conaterally, increase the library budget

only whenever it beCOMes politically desirable or ne-

cessary to do SO. Even when a book-reader became chief

executive officer, reality, that rationale for so Many

unforeseen actions, very Soon fOrded the Chief execu-

tive officer to nand, instead, more important programs

at the institution, such ae departmental course offer

ings, faculty salaries, utilities, and, of course, Com

puters.

Today is not yesterday. Although institutional budgets

are still politically put together, there id a demand

never seen before for juitification and accountability.

With more intra-institutionaI factions demanding a fair

share of the funding and with lesser monies being funded

in the foreseeable future, chief executive officers are

demanding better and more detailed information with

which to make more informed, and one would hope logical,

budgetary decisions. With the aid of a computer, analy-

ses are indeed available is never before. Up to now,

the library has been spared the furor over justification.
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Yet With tomorrow, even the humanists should a6k us em-

barrassing questions About our btdgets when it beComes

apparent that there are no additional monieii to be

funded.

II

Suppose someone godlike, someone who controls the future

of your unit* tells you that your operation is overfund

ed. Not underfunded as you have been maintaiting, but

overfunded. Remember that the statement ii hot 1/ be=

lieve that your unit is overfunded,' but 'Your unit is

overfunded.' as if the individual has irrefutable proof

that the statement is veridical. How would yot initWer

such A charge? I hope you understand that such a charge

Must be refuted because it threatens not only the size

of your present funding; but also removes all pOittibil=

Ity that you vill ever attain the level of funding that

you have been stressing for many years. For if indeed

you are overfunded, then in all likelihood the overage

will be removed from your budget.

There are three general approaches that one could use as

vehicles for refutation. Two of these approaches have

been utilised by librarians for years. The first ap-

proach is a comparison of members of a class. Member-
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ship in the class is dependent upon each having certain

conmon charecteritticn. This approach is called peer

group comparison The peer group can be any combination

that one can imagine, given the prerequisite of commu-

nality of at leant one charmcteristic. The peer group

cab be the members of some organization. It can be the

:Libraries in a particular geographical area. It dam

even be the librariea of the members of an athletic con-

ference.

Although this approach is one of those most widely used

by librarians to solicit budgetary support, it cannot be

used as a refutation of the charge of overfunding as

given abovei The comparison will show much about a par-

ticular library's standing with the Other members of the

peer group, but these facts mean very little, for un-

like athletics, libraries are not in competition one with

another for the opportunity to be number one. In point

of fact, a comparison with members of a peer group does

not justify if any or all Of the members of the group

are underfunded properly funded, or overfunded.

The second approach, also widely used, is a clomparison

With a commonly accepted ideal. This approach is an ap-

peal to and comparison with some esteblished and recog-

nized set of norms for operations such as yours. These
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norms may be regional or national ste...-4dards as approved

or promoted by a professional organization. They may

even be evolvements from statistical manipulations of

the common characteristics of some class. This approach,

like the appeal to a comparison with a peer group, aoes

little to justify a particular level of funding.

Standards are goals to be attained for some purpose.

Library standards being committe products are not rela=

ted to particular facts, but have been compromises cre-

ated from generalized postulates. They were developed

for any library, yet pertain to no particular library.

Although the level of funding iLplied or expressed by

the standards may be laudable, any difference between a

particular level of funding and those of the standards

does not demonstrate whether that particular library iS

under-, properly, or over-funded. All that is demon7

strated is that a particular library does or does not

have the level of funding that is promoted by the stan-

dards.

Whereas the first two approaches relied upon external

comparisons, the third approach utilizes a direct con-

nection with the programs and missions of the institu=

tion. It is a purposeful approach. It is the only jus-

tifiable method in my opinion that can be used ' leter-
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mine the appropriateness of your funding andi in the

process of gathering that information, the appropriate-

ness of your activities. Only by referring to institu-

tional programs and missions and by demonstrating what

level of furling would be necessary to support each of

these programs and missions, can you demonstrate the a

propriateness of the level of your funding. The ap-

proach is grounded in the sine qua non for the existence

of your library: as a service entity of the institution.

Th4r6 IA, however, one danger in this approach that is

not found in the others. The analysis not only providet

information about the appropriateness of the level of

funding, but also information about the appropriateness

of your managerial and fiscal expertide.

If I am correct in my statement that the rationale for

any library is based on its existence as a service unit

of its institution, then it becomes clearer why I re-

ject justification by comparison. Look at the compari-

son with a member of a peer group. Only if the parent

organizations, the two institutions, are exactly identi-

cal in scope and mission would it be possible to utiliie

the comparisons of the respective libraries in order to

determine whether one library supports its institutional

programs and mitiSionli better or worse than the other li-
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brary its institutional programs and missions. Since

'Vic) inStitutions are rarely identical or even closely

similar, the difference in the budgets of the libraries

can be directly related to the differences in the insti-

tutional scope and missions. The question, however,

whether the budget of either library is appropriate,

proper, or sufficient for the support of the particular

institutional programs and missions still remains to be

answered.

Look again at t e approach utilizing a comparison with

some standara. Suppose that according to the standards

there should be a staff of 5 in a library for an insti=

tution of your size. Suppose, further, that there are

only 3 persons on the staff of your library. What would

having 2 prsons less than v at the standards predicate

mean? Does it even make sense to utter such a statement?

If it does make sense, then having 2 less persons on the

staff indicates that your budget is underfunded by these

2 positions. Since it is unknown what the 3 persons now

on your staff do, it seems strange to iake any judgment

about the adequacy of tae number of employees. I main-

tain that it makes better sense to determine vhat the 3

persons do and 'whether the totality of their activities

are appropriate to support the particular institutional
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programs and misi-sIons.

Look at a similar argument. Suppose you have 1,599 books

in your library, but the standards specify that you

should have 1,600. Does this mean that you have one less

book than you should have and that you are thus under-

funded by the price of that one book? It seems to be

more fruitful to determine whether the particular 1,599

books are proper and sufficient for your particular in-

stitutional programs and missions. I say 'proper' be-

cause not any grouping of 1,599 books will be relevant

for your particular programs and missions. I say 'euf-

ficient' because it must be determined whether these

particular 1,599 books are all that are needed to sup-

port the institutional programs and missions.

III

Let us play a game. I have before me a stack of dollar

bills that represents the totality of your library's

budget. I intend to remove one dollar at a time from

the stick. Each dollar removed represents one dollar

less in your budget. You tell me to stop when the &mount

withdrawn from the stack so affects your operations that

you can no longer ftifiii your obligations of supporting

the institutional programs and missions. Wbere do you
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draw the line on the withdrawal? At $1? $100? $1,000?

$10,000?

Let us suppose that you are smarter than I ami and you

tell me to stop at the first withdrawal. What does that

dollar represeutT It coula he the ioss of approximately

one third of an hour of student employment for operation

R or it could be S amount of paper clips, or it could

be T number of pencils. Can you honestly say that the

loss of one third of an hour of student employment or

so many paper clips or pencils will pror'uce such conse-

quences that your support of at least one of the insti-

tUtional programs and lissions will cease to occur ot

win be diminished significantly? Obviously not. Yet

somewhere between the loss of that single dollar and the

loss of your complete budget, there is indeed a poilat

beyond which your operation can no longer support at

least one of the institutional programs and missions.

For my purpose, I do not care what is the exact point

wherein you determine that you can no longer suffer bud-

get reductions (because such further reductions cancel

your ability to support all of the institutional programs

and missions). For my purpose, it is sufficient to know

that some such point will, be reached. Whatever that

point, the difference between it and your present budget
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represents the amount of money that your operations are

600rfundedi

Since you admitted, at least ticitlyi that you were

able to auppOrt the institutional programs and mission8

up to the point so indicated, any funding o*er and

above that point must be considered hot t-o be necessary

for the library support of the institutional programs

and misSions. Any funding not necessary for the support

of the institutional programs and missions is extra.

This extra funding is indeed overfunding.

If you notice, I did not call Any funding over and

above the point deternined to be necesiery for support-

ing the institutional programs and missions as unneces-

sary because 'unnecessary' carries a connotation in one

Sense as being useled.i. Yet the funding over 0,nd above

the necessary funding 1.8 not-necessary. The very words

lover and above' indicate that the additional funding

id not necessary for the support of the institutional

programs and missions.

I underStand your squirming at my word-playing, and I

anticipate your answer: that the point below Which you

cannot possibly fulfill your obligations in supporting

all of the institutional programs and missions only re-

6 I
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presents the minimal point at which full support of all

of the institutional programs and missions can be

achieved by your unit. That point + n all the vay to

the present budget size and beyond allows you to ful-

fill your obligations qualitatively and perhaps even

quantitatively better. There is support, and there is

support.

IV

If indeed the most logical vay that we cat judge the

adequacy of a library's budget is the extent to VhiCh

the library supports the institutional programs and

missions, then we must look at the activities of the

library thus referred to. In doing so, we indirectly

look at the ability of the chief librarian to specify

which activities are necessary as wen as the ability

to direct these activities. Let us ignore, f r our

purpose, any discussion about qualitative 8-airport; that

iai let us ignore any discussion about 'minimal ' 'ade-

quate, 'auperb,' and the like. Let us solely concen-

trate on determining hov one could justify the activi-

ties that the library has in support ot tile programs and

missions of the institution. In other vords, how does

the library management spend the money for the support?
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Let's suppose that the programs and missions of the i

Stitution are so Clearly defined that a list, A

can be created. That assumption may be ill=founded be=

cause, for example, the missions may be extremely gene-

ral. Nevertheless, let's Anpprimo thsit v o soy*

finite listing. The Lext step would be to analyze the

activities in the library so that the library budget can

be sliced into shares, each representing an activity

that supports institutional programs and missions, A .

n, or some portion thereof. The present library support

for these institutional programs and missions can there-

fore be a listing, LA ... Ln. Lastly, let's list the

activities in a library that are necessary to support

the institutional programs and missions as LA, Ln,.

Supposethatillis the present library activity support=

g the American history program of the history departtent

at your institution. Can you tell me what LAI, the ne-

cevitry library support of the American history program,

shOiA. a be? In an likelihood you have never thought of

Irpe of question. At the same time, I'm certain

Rmr'st all of you can calcUlate vhat the level of

is-A Yet, without knowing the level of LA you can-

miike ally meaningful statement about the appropriate-

ness of L-
A If you catnot make any meaningful statement
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about the appropriateness of LA, you cannot make any

meaningful statement about the appropriatenetd of the

totality of the present funding, LA .

V

Most librarians become quite adept at spending monies;

I have kaolin some extraordinarily good library budgetary

officers. Some were quite skilled at creative account-

ing, the manipulation of sums of money from one account

to another. Some even expanded what vas legally possi-

ble and acceptable. AIl, however, had to be fiscally

responsible. Yet I have never known any budgetary of-

ficer who could tell me, within a small degree of error,

how many paper clips or typevrter ribbons or catalog

cards vould be used in a given fiscal period. AIl

could tell me how many ve could afford to purchase; not

how many ve vouId use.

What I am suggesting by the example above is that here-

tofore ve have not been looking for the elements that

would give us the information about Le ... In-

stead ve have been concerned with the elemerts that

v)J1d give us LA ... Ln.

Let :a: cite another, related case. A good budget offi-

cer arns early on vhat are the regulations for spend-
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ing every dollar of personnel monies. Yet no budgetary

officer has the information whether $4,000 must be spent

in department A, $2,000 in department B, etc. What the

officer knowS 4111 hoW to spend $4,000 in department A and

$2,000 in department B. We almost never ask the ques-

tion - one which ire think about many, many times - whe-

ther department A reany needs $h,000 and whether B

reaZZy needs $2,000. In short, what I am saying is that

we do not have the facts that would allow us to remove

$2 from A's budg.'

forced to make

have the facts 4

ment A.

$7 from B's, even when we are

ns. And we certainly do not

paI It us to eliminate depart-

VI

What is disturbing to me is that instead of attempting

tolearnaboutthecostsof LA, ... L- those activi-

ties which are necessary to support the institutional

progrems and missions, librarians still are more con-

cerned about maintaining size, numbers, and turf. Only

when faced with a potential budget crisis, do we look

at the necessity of each of our activitieb a d at the

efficiency of our operations. Our analyses, unfortu-

nately, are faulty because we have not collected the

information that Is needed to make the proper judgments.
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As a result, the smart chief librarian still calls upon

the faculty library committee or the humanities faculty

to pound figuratively upon the desk of the chief execu-

tive officer. The latter, howel-er, has other desk-

pounders vho deal from stronger campus positions and who

come fortified with intantrovertible facts.

For the library to receive a fair share of the institu-

tional monies it will be thus necessary for the chief

librarian to become budgetarily more sophisticated than

I and my generation had to be. Gross generalizations

will no longer be possible. Appeals to standards should

produce nothing or little. As I see it, there will be

a necessity to know the costs of all of the mundane as-

pects of library operations: vhat shonld be, for exam-

ple, the number and level of employees at a particUlar

desk at 3:30 p. . thursdays. Armed thus with the

costs of the various activities indigenous to the role

of the library in the institutional scheme of things,

the chief librarian should be able to present the libra-

y9s case with a better chance of success.

What gnaws at my innards is the bilious thought that we

do bOth ourselves and the community in which we exist

great disservice when we perpetuate the myth that we

are the heart of the community and therefore should be
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exempt from all fiScel reductions. If ye are exempt,

then ye do not have to change. If we do not change,

the world is going to pass us by.

I remember arguing with the state librarian of one -f

our western states about the future of libraries. That

individual vas fanatically opposed to the transference

of publishing rights from governmental agencies to the

private sector and with such transference a possibility

of information being delivered through a system that

would not include libraries. His arguments Imre that

the role of our libraries would be changed for the vorse

thereby and that ye westerners should hence fight the

feds to leave things as they were. My position, which

of all the members at that meeting I alone held, was

that the -central issue was not what the government did

or did not do (although tangentially governmental action

could affect us). I was not concerne,4 about a change in

the duties and actiVitida Of librarians, nor whetler

there would be a library in my future. The question

that seemed terribly important to me vas whether certain

types of information would continue to be available for

those who had need to use that information. It did not

matter to me whether that information was available only

through 'libraries' or through a computer center or came

via the TV or the Chedkout stand at my neighborhood gro-
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cery stc-e. Ai you might expect, this was tnother bat-

tle that I lost.

I cannot predict with any assurance what the future may

be like. I leave such predictions to others vho have

better eyesight than I. There are certain signs, never-

theless, that indicate the possibility of certain direc-

tions. I suspect that as information so continues to

become available outside of the buildings called

braries,' that organization as ve nov know it will con-

tinue to change until it and what we now call 'the com-

puting center' will become so indistinguishable that for

all practical purposes the dissimilarities will disap-

pear. I can see some significant trends beginning to

occur In jOint Management of both enterprises.

Yet I do not knov whether you will see a paperless soci-

ety. If it doesn't occur in your working lifetime, it

Will not be because there vas not the technology to pro-

duce it. We have the t chnological wherewithal nov.

Low cost paperless retrieval of information is just ahead

Of Us. Nevertheless, the paperless society will not

come so long as there are a sufficient number of per-

sons who get a sensual satisfaction from the tactile

manipulation of pages.

No matter what the future may augur for 1ib7-aries, it



is important for you to become more adept than We Were

in knowing your essential costs. Y u will face other

61tima for the favored position in .12e community. It

will be necessary for you to justify your actiVitiet in

a way that ve neVer had td if you Irish to become more

than an exPenSive study hall.
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CL-00M:

WHT'S IN STORE FOR LIBRARIES IN V;E COMING YEAR?

Melvin M. Bohn

University rbrary

University of Nebraska at Omaha

Omaha, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

This paper surveys recent developments in CD-ROM

(Compact Disk Read Only Memory) software packages

currently available or in the process of developmen .

Special attention is given to software for library

reference services. Some of the issues centering

around the acquisition of CD-ROM hardware and software

will be considered, such as standardization of

formats, cost factors, and product merchandizing

trends.

INTRODUCTION

Lincé CD=ROM is an area where one really needs to

stay on top of things to keep current with the

developments, I thought I would start out by quoting

Jim Seymour from an article in the May 27, 1986 issue
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of PC Magazine. This viewpont article titled

"Awaiting the CD=ROM boom" starts out:

CD-ROMs are the single most interesting

opportunity lurking on the personal

computer horizon. These shiny little

disks are going to be the lever that

gets PCs into the home on a permanent

basis. They're going to transform how

we acquire, search, and use many kinds

of information. And they're going to

create the next generation of computer

millionaires. But I wish we understood

better how we re going to use them.

He continues to observe that we are in a sort of

chicken and the egg syn wh these because you

can t use the hardware without the software and

vice-versa.

However, Infoworld maga7ine recently projected

sales of CD-ROM players would go from 3,000 in 1985 to

40,000 in 1986 to 170,000 in 1987 to 353,000 in 1988.

So now is a good time to start looking into this new

technology.
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Definition of CD-ROM

A single 12 cm. (4.72") disk can store up to 600

megabytes of data approximataly equal to a mainframe

computer. To put this into -ore readily understood

terms, it is equal to

275,000 pages of text, or

?")00 books of average length, or

1,500 5 1/4" floppies, or

46 days wtrth of data transmission at 1200 baud.

The disk is 4.7" across and .047" thick. It rotates at

a constant linear velocity of 200 rpm. The disk is

heat and scratch resistant and has an estimated shelf

life of ten years.

Some other interesting, but probably superfluous

facts, are these:

"The d, z3 pits are pressed into clear

polycarbonate plastic that makes up most of the disk,

forming a continuous spiral with successive tifnls just

1.6 micrometers (about .00006 inch) apart. ahe pits

are about one micrometer across and .11 micrometer

deep. "One inch of the spiral holds 42,000 bits; the

entire disk holds 4.3 to 4.8 gigabits . . . 540 to 600

megabytes" of data. The reflective aluminum layer

reflects nearly 100% of the laser beam, the pits
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reflect about 30%. Since the data is stored beneath

the surface "wiping off a greasy fingerprint won't

take the data with it", as it can with a floppy.

(quoting from an article in the April 1986 issue of

A+)

CD-ROM disks can be manufactured relatively

cheaply. Mastering costs from four to eight thousand

dollars, so the average cost per replica is about

$7.50 in quantities of one to five thousand. Compared

to the standard 12" digital videodisk, the CD can only

store about half as much, but they are a more

attractive alternative to many people because they

have a higher accuracy rate than the 12 disk.

Therefore they are better for data storage. The loss

of detail in a video picture is not as critical as the

loss of data in a text file.

Some common features of CD-ROM hardware units ..re

the rate of data transmission: 153 K per second,

rotating speed, access time (.5 to 2 seconds), total

number of blocks on each disk (270,000) and the block

size (2K). Also, practically all CD-ROM drivers can

be retrofitted to play audio disks as well.
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ISSUES:

. -ARE STANDARDIZATION

There As a world standard for CD=ROM driveg.

This assures a degree of compatibility among the

various hardware options. The problem in

compatibility resides with the software and the

operating systems used to get at the contents of the

disks. As it stands, the driver software must be

either resident in firmware in the workstation (PC) or

as software on a floppy or ROM disk. There is not yet

a standard for file structures and disk mapping.

At present there are several drives available.

TIK.v are made by Sony, Hitachi, Philips, Denon, and

Reference Technology which uses a private label

HiLachi. DEC and TECMAR market private label Philips

drives. Panasonic and Toshiba have announced drives,

but they are not yet available in the U.S.

Prices of CD-ROM drives can be expected to drop

Significantili within the next year, and will probabay

bottom out sr.met4here around $200, based on the current

prices of the aud..1-:. disk players. One possible

development will be the storage of video images on

CD-ROM.
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The most interesting announCeMent that came out

of the big Microsoft sponsored rl.) conference the

end of February was a propoAal ,hilips and Solly to

introduce a new standrd: CD-Interactive. ThiS

standard would combine stereo audio, video, and

computer capabilities in one predesigned package. The

"bombshell" as Jerry Pournelle put it in InfoWorld is

that the CD-I uses a Motorola 68000 chip, the same one

used in the Mac and the Amiga; and mandates 0S-9 as

the operating system. 0S-9 is presently only uSed in

Radio ShaCk'S $89 Color Computer.

Meanwhile. All of the CD-ROMs so far require an

IBM or compatible. Apple is noi far behltd. It

NLvember 1985 Management Resources International

introduced a 68000 microprocessor on a board that will

adapt the Apple II series for use w. CD-ROMs. -!

card also aadg 512K of memory needed to serve the ROM

drive. The add-on board will list for $795, and a

complete package including the CD-ROM drive should

sell fol under $2,000.

SOFTWARE S'ANDARDIZATION

The Phillips/Sony standard ensures compatibility

only to a point. It provides for a uniform data

format, track layout, disk diameter, and rotation

speed. It DOES NOT create standard file formats, and
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this is critic tc Jur interests as users. It also

does not create standardized hardware interfaces and

software interfacinr protocals. The standard will

only do us some good IF driver software is

standardized. The products that are currently

available differ in a number of interesting ways.

Some are good at handling tens of thousands of files,

others are better at providing DOS like abilicies such

as listing wild cards in directory listing, using the

D1R command. Still others provide no direct link to

MS-DOS at all. The situation is in a state of rapid

change. Hopefully there will ba a logical formai in

the near future [Byte May 1986, p. 184]

But, as long as applications and operatin,

systems are not standardized, market -epta. -e c:

CD-ROM is threatened. So the manufacturers have a

vested interest standardization. Only then can

publishers master a single disk tnat is transparent to

the operating system, and only then can they be both

lower production costs AND be assured of a decent

market for their products.

At present, a number of proprietary systems are

used. These include LaserData's LaserElle, DEC's

Un4-File, TMS's LaserDOS, and Reference Technology's

STA/F File. None of these is compatible with any of

the others. Anyway, we can hope that standardization

SO
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will come within the next year, but there are no

guaranteeS.

At the present time, it is necessary to have

several disk players and several IBMS each with a

different card installed to use all of the software

available. Until the standards are set, we would be

wise to make our purchases carefully.

USER ATTITUDES

Before moving to spe.7ific pieces of pftware

what about user attitudes. From what I've read, the

library users are more enthusiastic about these

technological innovations that the )P3rary's budget

officers are. The literature seems to indicate that

any time such a system is installed, it is very

heavily used. One recent comment from a forthcoming

article in Database, and quoted in the May 1986 issue

of Online, wr.s tt-is: Ann Beltran, Head of Reference at

Indiana University, surveyed students and faculty who

used InfoTrac and found that they were "overwhemingly

positive." She continues: "We clearly communicated

to students that the original use of InfoTrac was

experimental; however, if we had tried to discontinue

it, we felt we might have -isked at sit-in."
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SOFTWARE APDLICATIONS TO LIBARIES AND RELATED AREAS

General comments

CD-ROM offers a 1 t. For one, it offers

unrestricted access to enormous amounts of data; It

can potentially eliminate use of many expensive oniine

systems and phone line connect charges. So while it

costs a lot up front, in five or t n years it can p

for itself in these savings. Here are some of the

options currently available:

I. .LVER PLATTER

Silver Platter is one of the more visible

vendors, and the one that offers to bring us the most

interesting databases on CD ROM. In a letter from

them dated April 22nd, 1986, their customer support

representative said, and I quote, "We are currently

offering five databases on CD-ROM: PSYCHLIT, EkIC,

EMBASE, AV-ONL7NE, And PAIS." However, she continues

that alpha testing L these will begin in May t ten

test sites, including seven libraries of different

types. Subscriptions will be offered -1-art:rg in the

I;Ilmmer. A few words about each of 'hese databases is

in order.

ERIC: L:urrent disk cov,?.r 190_ u the present and

is updated quarterly.
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The entire ERIC database is availalle on CD-ROM

ih archiVal diSkS that cover the years b2fore 1993 and

do not reguire updatinc (e.g., 1966-75 and 1976-82).

The pricing for these disks has not yet been

determaned. rata from 1983 to present is one one disk

that is updated. Each disk contains the software to

run independently of the others. The retrospective

files have RIE and CIJE on separate disks; the current

files corhJne both on one disk. The disk allows

searching through the usual fields; plus te

capabilit? of BROWSEing the dictionary of .,;vailab2e

indexing terms. The Boolean operators AND, OR and

NOT. It is also possible to truncate terms and do

proximity searching. S:Ince there are no communication

charges and since there is "context ser '-ive HELP"

available, end user searching is a rea

possibility;

COST: $ ,995 for the 1983 to present dfnk subs .iption

PschLIT: the :.rrent dAsk covers 1981 to the

present and is updated cr.arterly.

Like ERIC, this has search and bro

It also has the LIMIT command and a command to DISPLAY

search results. COST: $4,995
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EMBASE: A: . 1 diSkS from 1.983 to pres.:;t are

availablei quarterly updates.

EMbase is the database for bir)Medicine and

related disciplines. This database contains about

250,000 records for each year taken from about 4,000

medical jou- A significant amount of the material

in the 'ilver Platter disk is n t available in the

Prin. 7.-accerpta 1,edica. Users may search by trade

name, chemical name, manufacturer's name or free tet..

The 500,000 controlled terms (MALIMET - Master List of

Terms) are also available.

COST: $9,995 (1984-06): $12 400 (1983-86)

AV-ONLINE: (NICEM = ii'lfOMetIon Center

fOr Educational Media) the complet( dati-Joa through

March 1986, updated annually;

3b0,000 items from 3,500 producers a-d

aastributors car be searched by subject field, title,

key words, release date a ll with boolean

operators. The datab.is. --::ads the aser to motion

pictures, videotapes, filmstrIpS, Slid sets, audio

cassettes, records, and transparancies.

COST: $795
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preSent: updating S-chedul yet to be announced.

Moe than 225;000 items are indexed with 24,000

referencez being added each year. Includes journals

as weH as 9.000 monographs inbliiding pamphlets,

boOkS, And gbVernment publioatins.

COST: unavailable at this time

Silver Platter has also been Irtising a LtSA

diSk. But they don't give any indication as when

it will become aable.

Silver Plat'Ler offer'_3 "te =T:ione hTline support" t

assist users. 1-.)w tnis out in practice

remains to be sg?en.

COMF.i1CT DISK PLAYER: availble from Si:ver Plc__-cer at

cost of $.L,295.

II. rEc

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION offers a variety of

databases on CD-ROM that sai .. an on either an IBM-PC

or a Mi ro VAX.

They off,-- COMPEMDEX, CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS, rnsi and

other technical databases. Here is a breakdown of

what they have available:

8 5
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COMPENDEX Electrical and Computer Engineerng

$1,195

COMPENDEX Chemical Engineering

$1,195

COMPENDEX Ac,rospace Engineering

$1,195

CHEM 'JAL ABSTRACTS Health and Safety in Chemistry

95

Environmental Health and Safety

,150

NTIS Computers, Communications And Electronics

$1,150

NTIS Medicine, Health Care and Biology

$1,150

NTIS Aeronautics, Aerospace, and Asti.onomy

$1,150

Royal Society of Chemistry- Biotechnology Abstrauts

$1,395

Fraser Williams' Fine Chemicals Dictionary

$ 995

Silver Platter: ERIC

$2,995

Silvel Platter: Psychtit

$4,995

Silver Platter: Embase

$12,400
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SilVer Platter: AV Online

$ 795

TOTAL: A.TRONOMICAL

Each of the COMPENDEX disks has about 120,000

records covering the period from July 1983 to June

1985. The disks are updated quarterly with the $1195

annual subscription, For that price, the user also

receives _he MicroBASIS search and retreival software

needed to get at the contents of the database. This

sof ware allows free text sear:7hing of up to 550

meL y/tes of information -- offerIng proximity

searching, truncation, set building, prefix or suffix

searching, and boolean logic.

III. BOWKER - a Bowker spOkesman recently

informed the newsletter Arianced Tec;nnology in

Libraries that BcAs-in-P.,'-int a d UltiCh'S

International Periodicals DirCtory should be

aVailable in CD-ROM format sometime thilL summer.

IV. DATENT

This Massachusetts firm offerS the CORPORATE

INFORMATION DATNBASE in CD-ROM. It contains

comprehensive information on 10,000 companies,

permitting users to profile companies, look at the r

financial statements, get info on executives, and make
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comparisons among companies. It also haS data oh 1200

lines of business in 50 industries. It uses existing

data from four databases: Disclosure, Predicasts,

Media General; and Business Research Corporation. It

is broken into four segments: consumer; industrial;

technology, and services. It is menu driven and IS

compatible with PC software such as Multimate and

Lotus; so the user can integrate data from it into

spreadsheets; etc. The annual suCscription rangel7

from $9;600 to $19,600 and includes a disk player.

The article didn't say why the broad pri range;

V. Compact Cambridge has the entire Aquatic

Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts on one disk

containirc 110,000 abstracts; The f:rst disk cover!-:

January 1982 to June 1985, subsequent diSk will

undate through 1986.

The cost for a 1 their disks ane a reader is $6,750.

The yearly subscription rate-- 1:-e' those with a reader

is reduced by $500. The renewal rate for 1987 is

$2,750.

Also availa5_.= are Cambridge's LIFE SCIENCES

COLLECTION and MEDLINE. The latter two are available

as a two disk set or separately. Subscribers also

receive a disk reader which becomes the subscriber's

property after two years.
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A yearly subsription to both of these is $8,500.

MEDLINE only is $6,350.

VI. Disclosure expects to begin publishing

Compact Disclosure fairly soon. It will use DEC's

system for access. Quarterly updates Will contain

info from corporate f:2..1gs with the SEC from

companies traeed on tne York and American stock

exchanges, OTC, and NASDAQ. Each disk will also

contain a five year firancial summary for each

c-mpany.

Subscribers to Compact Disclosure also get a disk

rea:ler which becomes theirs after two years..

VII. Dun ana Bradstreet has czeated a task force

*o ok into applying CD-ROM to fts product line.

VIII. !f'-SCELLANEOUS SOYTWARE

Reference '1chno1ogy's software library of 8,800

public domain files comes pacKaged with one of their

DataDrives for $1,595.

Software Interest Group has an inventory of 401--+

disks of public domain programs on floppy. These can

be ordazed for a copying fee of $6.00 each. To get a'-

four h11--ed this way would cost $2,400. But al

availab- :1 CD-ROM for under $400.
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IX; GEOVISION, Inc. is creating a library

maps and other types of geographic information. The

USGS is developing a prototype systm to store earh

8:i.eace and geolOgic information, including LANDSAT

imageb.

X. UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS is testing CD-ROM in

procotypes. One product is the 1384 issues of 42 IEEE

publication8. Another is the sertaticn Abstracts

database. UMI apparently envisions combining remote

and local database searching using an M300. They plan

to track usage so they cin charge users each time they

print an article from the disk. We'll see how that

works.

XI. GROLIER'S ELECTRONIC ENCYCLOPEDIA

Thia i8 .1v1.1:.Ible for a demonstration followino

the talk; It ins the entire nine million words

of the Academic Ami..rican_Encyclopedia already

a'iailable online. It is possible to search words or

WOrd Combinations with the boolean AND operatot. OR

and NOT and not available. This is set up to run on

the CD-ROM players currently made by Sony, Hitachi,

and Phillips. lt will run wLth a minimum of 256K in

An IBM or compatible; It wifl -.3cion be available in

vers'-' for the Apple II Serie8 and the Atari 520 ST.
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Since the encyclOpedia itself Only uses about a

fifth of the diski there is room for expansion. And

according to John Cole of Grolieri work is underway to

produce a version that includes the graphics found in

the printed volumes;

Cole also reports that sales of the Academic

American Encyclopedia have increased since it Went

online, and expects a further surge in sales as a

result of the CD-ROM version.

OTHER LIBRARY SOFTWARE

So far I have focused on reference tools and

databases. There are other entries in the library

market that should be mentioned also.

BRODART offers Le Yac, the Local Public Access

Catalog. It contains a compilation of MARC records

intended for use as an online public access catalog.

Over 1,000,)00 recoi]s can be accessed by subject,

author, and title. The cost is about the same as f r

their CCM product.

CARROLLTON PRESS sells MARVLS, which contains the

complete shelflist cf the Libra-y of Congress and is

intended for use of libraries converting their rec Js

to ma--hine readable folmat.
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FAXON offers MicroLinx, a serfais control system

on CD-ROM. It contains the complete records of the LC

MARC-S Serials file, over 250,000 records.

THE LTPRA::: .CRPORATION in oduced the first

CD-ROM product for librarieS: F;

_

This product performs both production and

maintenance fol.- local MARC L.J.= ac ell as providing

3 million MARC records of a's_ Libr-; of Congress

English language cataloging sinGe 1964 and all popular

titles since 1900. It includes about 1.5 million

English language broks in print from 22,000

publiSheiS. the database includes GPO publications,

music, filMS, and mapS. The Entire databaSe is on

four disks, and is updated monthly.

In December 1985 The Library Corporation offered

to Sell a cb=kom dr' -e, an int -face for an IBM PC or

compatible, a referP,ce manal, z. floppy with access

programs, and demonst:at on software -- all for $999.

oearch a d card production software will set you back

another $1,450. This provides the buyer with one Set

of either L6 MARC or ANY=BOOK. And tO keep current,

you alSO would want the quarterly subscription to the

LC English language cataloging data for $870. The

monthly subscription is $1,470 a year. LC foreign

language cataloging is $500 for the quarterly and
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$1,25' for the monthly. BiblioFile is already

installrid in over 250 librarie in the U.S., Europe

and Japan.

Beiser repor-Led in the April 1986 issue of

-Library Bulletin that the jbIjjIe software

co)- *stS of three major modules: BIB, CONFIG, and

UTILS. BIB is the main program and loading it

displays a menu with ten choices. Pressing the

appropriate function key takes the user to the

corresponding activity. Se c.-arhes of the database can

be done by title (or any word in the title) or a

combination of author and title - 'o 3 characters),

by LC card number and by ISBN. Se,r-7,hes can be

refined by specifying a datt. or ranae nf dates of

publication, the language of the work ?Ivi the number

of pages. If only one item is found, i is displayed;

otherwise a list of itelas is displaye he usP-

selects the appropriate one -- just lik

OCLC. According to Reiser, the trickiest part is

searchinn items not on the current disk. If an item

is not found, it is placed in a queue to be sr-. hed

against the other disks. Once the item is f3und from

the queue list, it must be either processed or

downloaded or it will be lost.

The INGRAM BOOK COMPANY provides an electronic

ordering system using BiblioFile's LaserSearch called
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Any-Bock; Since the database includes the complete

inventory of this distributor, you c11 transmit

ordering information directly to Ingrar with a modem

supplies at no charge. A year's subscription to the

Any-Book disks with quarterly updates, hardware not

included; costs $600;

=== OPTICAL DISK OFFERINGS

INFOTRAC

I really shouldn't close without commenting on

INFOTRAC, even though it's not a CD-ROM product.

INFOTRAC uses 12 inch videodisks. The smart money now

seems to be with CD-ROM because unit production costs

are lower.

Put INFOTRAC is packaged this way for now. It

contains, and here I quote from -c.eir literature, "a

comprehensive research oriented database providing

indexing to articles from approximately 900 bt,siress,

technical and general interest publications; For

tracking of current events; indexing to 60 days

coverage of the New YOrk Times and 12 months coverage

Of the Wall Street Journal is also included." close

quote. After you have paid the base subscripticn of

$8;500 the InfoTrac database itself is available tor

only $4i500. That includeS the hardWare. If you have
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your own hat_4are, you can save $4,500. AlSO

available for an additional $5,500, if you get the

Infotrac database; is the full text Lf the editorial

content of the wail Street Journal including "up to 12

months of data." For ' .50C more you can tack on the

GPO, and another $4;5W7i will get you the LegalTrac

index to 720 law jourr)als. Personally, I can't get

eXcited About InfoTrac.

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS

Dissertation Abstr7cts is available on 12 inch

disk

CONCLUSION

By way of conclusion, I wcAild like to ,2t back to

what seems to be the main issue facing general

accer-catCe of CD=ROM todayi and that is the issue of

standardization. I would like to call to mir a

somewhat _arallel instance. For those of you who have

Apple computers and have installed Z-80 boards in them

so you could run WordStar and other CP/M software.

Imacthe for a moment that you had to install a new

board and purch3se an additional operating system for

eai i.fec.2 of software you wanted to use. That's

about th- state of affairs today with CD-ROM software.
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Until tAat small matter is resolved by the companies

Who Market the products, it is definitely a situation

of caveat emptor.
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TURNOVER OF PROFESSIONAL LIBRARIANS

Dee Ann K. Allison

Love Library

UniverSit:q of Nebraska-Lincoln

Lincoln; Nebraska

ABSTRACT

Turnover of professional staff is an increasing

problem academic libraries; This paper presents

formulas for determining turnover rates and methods

for cost analysis of turnover. The resultt of a

University of Nebraska-Lincoln turnover study are

discussed uithin thz conAoxt of current turnover re-

search. A model of individual turnover that describes

the decision-making process is presented; Possible

methods for reducing turnover in librarieS are

Suggetted.

INTRODUCTION

Voluntary turnover

problem

professional staff is a

in academic libraries. To maintain quality

service it is important to have an experienced staff;

well acquainted with the needs and interests of li-
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brary users. As libraries become lore aUtOtatedi it

will become more important than ever to retain trained

staff fakiliar with equipment and local practices.

Although most librarians agree that voluntaty turnover

is costly, the prodett of turnover is not well under-

Stood.

To gain a better UnderStanding of the turnover

proceSS, a Stiidy was undertaken by Eva Sartori afid

myself to determine what factors played a tble i n the

voluntary decision librarians made to leave the

University of Nebraska Lincoln Libraries during the

period 1974-1984; Questionnaires Were Sent to 51 of

the 60 former Staff teiberS Who could be located.

Twenty=eight questionnaires were returned fOr a 55

percent response rate. The reSults of the study are

similar tO turnOVer research findings conduct-Ai it

Other fields. Although the sample ti26 in the UNL

survey ii inadequate for draWitig conclusions on li-

brarian turnover as a whole, several important find-

ingS will be explored in this paper.

CALCULATING TURNOVER RATES

There are several fOrtitilaS for measaring staff

turnover. One Of the most widely used formulas it tb

calculate the number of resignationS for A specific
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period of titei Utually a year, divide by the total

number of library positions, and multiple by 100.

(See table I).

Another fOrmUla for analyzing turnover calculates

the replacement rate; The total 1-lutber of hires is

divided by the total hdtber of library positions and

multiplied by 100; (See table II): This hiring rate

is compared with th6 turnover rate. If the hiring

rate is higher thAn the turnover rate, the library is

adding staff. When the turnover rate is hightt the

library is reducing staff. If the liJrary is neither

increasing nor tedUcing staff the figures should be

very close. A hiring rate lower than the turnover

rate; when the library iS not overstaffed, will reduce

the ability of remaining staff to maintain services

and productivity. When this occtitIi plans f r han-

dling work during the staff shortage must go into

effect.

The percentage rate of turnover is useful for

identifying patternS. When separate turnover rates are

computed for each department, trends will become an-

parent. Transfers and prolotiOnS Should be recorded

as separate categories; Although they are mot true

staff losses, they nevertheless caute additional

training expenses.

Once the figures for departmental turnover losses

9 9
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Table I

Formula for Calculating Turnover

Number of Resignations,
X 100 = Percent of Turnbver

Number of Positions

lImPINEm=mai.,

Table I I

Formula for Calculating Hiring Rate

Number of Hires
--- _X

Number of Positions
100 = Hiring Rate Percentage
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have been collected, they tan be Analyted for patterns

that m y be useful in predicting future turnover.

ThroUgh such an E,nalysis, it will be pbSsible to

identify departments With a turnover rate similiar to

that of the parent institution. These departments may

serve as "forecasters" for fUture turnover. Depart-

ments that supply or receive transfers at excessive

leVels may be evidence of other problemS that need

future study.

There is no standard measure for acceptable turn-

OVer rates. The acceptable level Variet from industry

to industry. Before standards rates can be establish-

ed, the costs of turnover must be measured.

MEASURING TURNOVER COSTS

Turnover Advantages

!kit all turnover is bad for an organization.

Some turnover is inevitable. Staff will retire, disa-

bilities occur, and personal factors will cause staff

tb leAVe. It is even desirable to have turnoVer among

paraprofessionals in the library.

Because a Mattet'S Degree in Library Science iS

reqUired for professional positions, paraprOfessionals

must obtain the degree befOre they can assume profes-

sional poSitiont. Intelligent and energetic parapro=
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fessionalt should be encouraged to attend graduate

library schools and enter the professional ranks. A

low turnover rate among paraprofesionals who have

risen as tar as they can in the paraprofessional rankS

can be symptomatic of other personnel probleMt. Para-

professionaln may become frustrated with the lack of

-opportunities for advancement. This car result in job

dissatisfaction, reSittance to innovation, or even

Conflict b-1,tween professionals and paraprofessional;.

It is healthy for an organization tO have some

turnover among professionals. New staff bring fresh

ideas to an organization, and capable managert ate

frequently recruited from nonmanagement positions;

However, for tUrnover to prove advantageous, it must

be balanced. The presence of new staff in lower

positions will not rettilt fresh ideas if managers

are not reCeptive to them, and a turnover rate that it

too excessive will cause disruption in terVices and

productivity. The negt section will explore methods

of meatluring the cost of turnover.

Quantifying the Costs of Turnover

The costs accrued from turnover of preifeStiOnal

staff are often obscured under Other budget items.

Librarians relaining on staff will usually absorb the

Work of those who leave until new staff it hired.
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Training costs are clten bur/ed in supervisort' sala-

ries. Because of these faCtOra, turnover is sometimes

ignored in managerial reports and seldom included in

performance standards for managers. However the cost

of turnover is not impotaible to measure.

Hiring Costs

Expenditures involved in the hiring of new staff

can be quantified. Advertising, and the portion of

personae: office staff salariet eXpended in the re-

cruitment process can be measured. Interview costa

must be examined as well. This include-a the travel

and interview expenSet Of dandidates, and salary ex-

penditures for candidate screening committees. These

figures will show how much money iS expended in hiring

new staff.

Training Costs

Once the forker staff member is replaced with a

new hire, that staff member must be trained. The

experience level and pOtitiOn of the new librarian

will influence the amount of training required to

integrate the new staff member into the Weirkforce.

Training costs inclUde the portion of trainers'

salaries expended on training; the reduction in their

productivity while they are training neW St ff; the

expenditures for equipMent and other supplies used in

103
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training, the salaries for staff who produce training

materials, and the salarit of Staff in other depart-

ments Who are involved in new staff orientations;

Production Costs Incurred with New Hires

During the time a new staff member is in train-

ing, there will be a measurable reduction in produc-

tivity for the traine's position This will be accom-

panied by a decline in quality, which may result ih

more error correction. When additional time is spent

correcting these "beginner's mistakes," the extra

portion of salaries expended for error correction

should be included under training costs.

It it important to understand the training pro-

cess for each position. Some positions will require

more training than others. The expectations for per-

formance should be well documentated so that bOth

manager and trainee know when the employee is expected

to meet the minimum standards of productivity for that

particular position For a library to receive benefit

from hiring a.new librarian, that librarian must stay

in employment beyond the point where he/she reaches

the minimum production standards.

It may be diffiCult to quantify the contributions

Staff member makes after s/he reaches his/her full
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development. David Peskin, in his book The Doomsday_
1

Job outlined one technique for determining the point

at which an employee has remained on staff long enough

for the employeer to receive benefits from the hire.

Peskin's formula for determining this point is:

(length, of stayiX salary)_- (trainee salary before
prodtictive + training costs).

If the employee leaves before his/her current

salary exceeds the non-productive salary plus training

Cettt, the library has lost money on its investment

in the employee; Figure 1 demonstrates this concept.

This graph fellows the progress of a new employee

during the first t o years of employment. During the

first seven months, the library iS losing becaute the

training costs and the portion the trainee's salary

that is nonproductive exceeds the portion of the

trainee's salary that is productive. As the trainee

becomes more competent, the training costs are reduced

in proportion to the trainees's contributions, until

the trainee reaches the breakeven point in July. This

it the poict where the trainee's contributions exceed

all of the library's losses due to training, and the

reduction in productivity for that position.

Productivity Conte to Remaining Staff

Departmental productivity will be impaired as

1.Dean B. Peskin, The Doomsday _Job (New York:
Amacom, 1973), p. 78.
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vacatiCies require remaining staff to assume the dtitiet

of former staff; This increASe in Workload may be

too extreme to be Abtorbed. This causes a reduction

in services and/or the creation of bACklegs of work.

Other intangible effeCtt on the remaining staff in-

clude disruption in workflow; loss of productivity due

to morale decline; and management inefficiency.

Cost of Staff ftitt

Another cost factor in tarnoVer is exit process-

ing. ThiS includet Any expenditures of personnel

ttAff for exit interviews and paperwork. Often over-

looked are expenses iiictirred when staff are in the

process Of looking for alternative Jobs. Work it

interrupted when a staff member it gone for interviews

or "psychologicaly" t.btent,

resume Writing.

When a cost analysis study Of tUrncver is under-

taken it is not necestary to account for every penny.

and when time is spent on

It it important to include all measurable expenses.

Once the rough cost of turnover is determined, library

managers can establish acceptable levels of turnover

for their particular situation; The neXt section will

explore some of the reasons why staff become dissatis-

fied and leave.
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MAJOR CORRELATES OF TURNOVER

Although turnover haS been a popular topic for

research in many fields; the search for primary

cause of turnover has not been successtsul. COnned=

tions between personal Characteristrics and turiovet

are inconclusive; Intelligence tests; aptitude tests',

interest inventories and personality tests ate not

dependable predictors of turnover; Some industries

have developed a "weighted application blank" Or a

WAB to identify individUalS Who are likely to leave.

However; the dependability of a pre-employment test as

a forcaster of turnover is limited by other fadtors.

For example, supervisors and colleagues may play a

more important role in the turnover process than per-

sonal characteristics. More researdh needS t6 be done

before pre-employment screening can be taken as a

serious predictor of turnover.

Some of the MaJOr dbrrelates of turnover that

researchers have identified are: age; sex, tenure

(length of employment); job satisfacti01; job SeCiiti--=

ty; availability of alternative employment; position

level; salary, intention to leave, and most recently,

organizational commitment In the following sections,

each Of these issues will be briefly explored; Data

from the UNL survey will be included when availabls.
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The turnover rate at the Univeristy of Nebraska-

Lincoln averaged over the ten year period (1974-84) of

the study is 14 percent. The annual turnover rate

has varied from a high of 26 percent in 1979-80, to a

low of 8 percent in the following year In order tO.

identify the major factors influencing turnover at

UNLi a questionnaire was developed by Eva Sartori and

myself; The questionnire consisted of three parts.

In the first, respondents rated job-related categories

on a scale from "very important" to "not important" in

their decision to leave UNL. In the second part, for

the categories identified as "very important", respon-

dents rated on a scale from "very satisfied" to "very

dissatisfied" the degree of satisfaction they felt for

the category while at UNL. In the final section;

respondents were asked to supply biographical informa

tion.

Age

With very few exceptions, research has found a

negative relationship between age and turnover. How-

ever, age is very closely associated with other fac-

tOrS that may play a more important part in the deci-

sion to leave.
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Tenure

Researchers have uncovered evidence that length

Of terViCe May be one of the best predictors of turn-

over. This finding was confirmed in the UNL Study.

Of the 28 respondents in the survey, only eight had

been employed at UNL more than 8 years; whereas twenty

of the respondents had been at UNL five years or leSS.

job Sktisfaction

Job satisfaction which, at defined here, includes

PaY equity, wages, position characteristics, supervi-

s ñ and supervisory style, and overall job tatiSfaC=

tion, are correlates of turnover. The strength of

the Cöttelation variPs with the profession or labor

group studied; and the demographic charactért of the

subjects.
_2

In study undertaken by Bartel younger men

were found to b6 more influenced it'Y Wages than Older

men who Were more concerned with benefits. There is

also evidence that wages are more important to Man-

agers than nonmanagers. In the UNL study, forty-five

percent Of All managerial respondents (section heads,

department heads, and deans) indi...'ated dissatisfat-

2. Ann P. Bartel, "Wages, Nonwage Job Character-
iStics, and Labor Mibility," Industrial _and Labor
Relations Review 15 (July 1982) : 578-589.
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tion with future salary. Twenty-seven percent of this

group were dissatisfied with diittent talary; Of the

nonmanager group, twenty percent were dissatisfied

with future salary prospects, bUt Only thirteen per-

cent were diStatitfied with their current salary.

Salary has the highest frequency of responses ih the

UNL survey; Twenty-eight perCent of ill respondents

were dissatitfied With future salary, and twenty-one

percent were dissatisfied with their current talax;.

Another important facter is supervision; For

profestienals, supervision and supervisory style and

the manner in which they affect the Verker's indepen-

dence were fOUnd to 3 related to job satisfaction;
3

In a ttudy undertaken by Fleshaan and Harris super-

visors who were highly rated by their Staff for their

degree of genuine trusti respect, and rapport between

supervisor and staff, were found to have lower staff

turnover than mahagert With low consideration Their

study further indicates that a structured environment

where the supervisor organi2eS and deines group ac-

tivities is net at iipertant a factor iv turnover as

the degree of consideration of a supervisors.

Twenty-eight percent of all tOSpondents in t e UHL

3. Edwin A. Fleishman, and Edwin F. Harris, "Pat=
terns of Leadership Behavior Related to Employee
Grievances and Turnover," Personnel Psychology 15 no.
1 (Spriug 1962) : 43=56.
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survey were dissatisfied with supervisory aspects of

their work. Although there was no major difference

between managers and nonmanagers, length of service

at UNL and satisfaction with supervision appear to

have a significant relationship. Ten percent of the

staff with one to five years experience were dissatis-

fied with supervision, while seventy-five percent of

Staff Witb five to ten years experience were dissatis-

fied with supervision.

Although salary categories have the highest

frequency of responses, some aspect of library

management is frequently mentioned by respondents in

the comment section as either the chief faztor, or

one of the most important factors that cent:.ibuted to

their decision to leave. Specific areas mentioned in

the comment section include: "lack of support at the

middle-management level"; "too much time was spent [by

the faculty] worrying about administrative matters,"

"strong anti-intellectual climate in the library",

"capricious administrative styl ", and "conflict with

immediate supervisor."

Although interesting; these findings cannot be

considered conclusive. The sample size is too small to

make generalizations for the larger population. Fur-

ther research should be conducted in this area.

Some research (Lynch & Verdin 1983) (D'Elia 1979)
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(Chwe 1978) has been conducted comparing responses of

reference and catalog librarians; The hypothesis that

reference librarians have greater job satisfaction is

Mot conclusive. Among the f^:rmer UHL librarians,

there is no area where the response between reference

librarians and catalogers is significant.

Institutional support for travel, opportunity for

advancement, and career goals also appear as signifi-

cant factors in turnover decisions. Less than 10% of

the UNL respondente felt that the opportunity for

advancement in the form of an administrative promotion

or promotion in rank was a "w3ry important" factor in

their decision to leave. Although the overall frequen-

cy of response is very low, when manager's and nonman-

ager's responses are examined, a pattern is revealed.

Forty percent of nonmanagers reported dissatisfaction

with the university's ability to meet their career

goals. Only two percent of this group left UNL for

administrative promotions in another institution.

This indicates that nonmanagers leaving UHL are leav-

ing for comparable positions in other insitutions that

more directly fulfill their individual carler goals,

not because they are interested in management

positions. On the other hand, sixty-three percent of

the managers who left UNL accepted positions elsewhere

that they con3idered to be adminiStrative promotions.



Other Major areas where managers and nonmanagers

ditigree in 'the UNL srvey, are ih the Categories of

encouragement for profettiohal development and insti-

tUtional support for travel. Thirty-six percent of

all managerial respondettt Were ditsatisfied with

encouragement fot professional development; Only gik

percent of the nonmanagers were dissatisfied. In the

area of satisfaction With institutional support for

travel, fifty=four percent of the managers were d 8=

satisfied, while thirteen percent of the nonManagers

reported dissatitfaction.

Sex

Althbugh toke of the early turnover research

teemed to indicate a difference hetween meh and women

and their turnover rate, recent research is inconclu-

sive. The hypothesis that there is no significant

relationship is supported in the retults of the UNL

study;

Organizational Commitment

Recently, coakitment to an employer or job has

beeh suggested (Steers 1977) as a Correlate of turn-

over. More research will heed tO be undertaken before

commitment it ACCepted as a reliable correlate Of

turnover. Commitment was not meatured in the UNL

study.
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Job Security

Arnold and Felama.n (1982) found a relationahip

bétueei JOb security and ittrnover. There is no data

in the UNL study on thia factor; Job security is so

clotely related to age and length of service that it

is difficult to separate the variable-a and determine

its exact inportance.

Availability of Alternative JObt

The availability Of alternative jobs is a strong

'actor in the decision to leave (Price 1977). There

is no specific data c011eCted in the UNL study regard-

i g the availability of alternative jobs.

Intention to Search for Alternatives

IntentiOn tO ieiti6h tor alternatives tay be the

strongest prediCtOr Of tUrnoVer. Thia finding was

COnfirmed in the UNL study; Fifteen of the twenty-

eight respondents indicate that either their l'oiti-on

was unacceptable, and iitey had a strong deSire tO

leave, or they were applying elsewhere. Six of --cite

respondents were remaining available for alternative

jobs, and only three respondents had not seriously

thought about leaving.
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Researchers have discovered there are many

interdependent factors influencing the decision to

leave. The major correlates of turnover have been

identified through the collection of aggregate data.

However, the decision to leave is a personal decision;

and there are many individual characteristics that

influence the outcome. Aggregate data that detcribe

the conditions a population shares may misleadingly

emphasize the importance of some factors and under=

emphasize other more importaht factörA. Not until

large samples of individuals have been studied over an

extended period of time will aggregate data become

dependable.

The major correlates of turnover identified

through aggregate data have little practital Value

without a conceptual model fcr describing the turnover

decisionmaking process. The next section will pres-=,

ent a model developed by Eva Sartori and myself that

graphically describes the interrelationship of factors

important in voluntary turnover.

INDIVIDUAL MODEL OF EMPLOYEE TURNOVER

The model in figure 2 recognizes the individual

human values that vary from one person to another.

This is depicted in the model through the use
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dotted lines. Ent-tit-Ohl:dental characteristics, labor

market, and institutional character:stics originate

outside of the individual. They ate interpreted by

the individUal accerding to the individual's personal

characteristics, so personal values deterline to a

large extent the degree Of SatiSfaCtion. The avail-

ability of alterrative jobs, the strength of the at-

traction to alternative jobs, perceptions of enViton-

mental characterittiCt, Strength of j b attachment

(jOb tatitfaction), frustration levels, personal char=

acteristics, and the degree Of interaction between

satisfaction and :motivation are all influenced by

biographical characteristics.

Degree of satisfattioh iS at the center of the

decision-making process. The degree of satisfaction

with the environment and job combine with the degtee

of attraction tO alternatiVe jobs to determine the

level of motivation/intention to leave. MotivatiOn to

leave may also modify the degree of Satisfaction so

that individuals who were initially dissatisfied may,

after determining they have no intehtioh to leaVei

become more satisfied With their condition. Someone

with a strong motivation to leave, but who cannot will

either become less dissatisfied with hiS/her jObi or

become frustrated. The biogi--.i4hical characteric-tics

at the bottom of the chart leading inte "turnover"

account for voluntary turnover of Staff who must leave
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for non-job related factors such as family; or health.

STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING TURNOVER

The improvement of job satisfaction through

effective leadership, challenging jobs, and equity in

reward distribution are central to turnover reduction

programs.

The first step in developing a turnover reduction

plan is to determine acceptable tUrnoVer levels

through cost analysis research. Once a goal

established, a staff member should be appointed to

monitor the effectiveness of the program.

The employee must be the locus in program devel-

opment. Information gathered during exit interviews

can provide insights into ways of improving jobs and

may reveal problem areas; Exit interviews should be

supplemented with studies of library policies. ThiS

Will attitt in the identification of practj.ces that

may be contributing to the turnover problem.

The importance of the indiviekial's contribution

to the success of the library's service must be recog-

nized. Work should be designed around the indiVidual,

With emphasis on what is to be done, not how; The

importance of the work group in promoting feelings of

collegiality and self-esteem Should be recogniZed.
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Older staff members and supervisors need to develop

amentoring" skills, so they will be in a position to

advise younger librarians on career development. Job

characteristics such as autonomy and responsibility

that give staff a sense of trust and competency

should be built into Job descriptions and performance

expectations. The technical demands of the organiza-

tion and the social needs of staff need to be recon-

ciled. The reward system should be reviewed so that

pay increases are equitably distributed; and recogni-

tion is given to individuals who participate in

courses, give presentations, or otherwise contribute

to the goals of the organization.

New staff should be carefully selected. Not önly

are j b qualifications important, but how well poten-

tial staff will work with existing staff and how they

will fit into the community are equally important.

When individuals are interviewed; they should be in-

formed in detail about all aspectt of the job; Eo they

can Judge whether or not the job will meet their

expectations.

CONCLUSIONS

The turnover process is nOt fully Understood, bUt

library managers should n t feel captive to a high

turnover rate. strong commitment to reducing turn=
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over through innovative management techniques has prov-

en effective in other industries, so there is no

reason why turnovdr cannot be reduced in academic

librarieg.

The key to success will be designing a prozram

firmly grounded in an understaLding of staff and their

needs Managers must be prepared to be creative;

This may include part-time employment* flex time, nine

month contracts* sabbatical leaves; release time;

shared public and technical service jobs, and staff

exchanges between departments. It may also include

more radical techniques such as rotating department

heads to bring fresh ideas into the management level.

Managers must recognize the need professionals

have for self-expression and growth They must also

understand that values will vary from one individual

te another. It is important to recognize that what

satisfies one staff member may not satsfy another. A

program that works today may not work tomorrow; to

constant review and staff input is necessary to main-

tain an effective turnover reduction program.
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ABSTRACT

Librarians have been aware of the deteribrating nature of library

materials for many years; but preservation programs have begun only

recently. Brittle paper dates from about 1860 when wood pulp CaMe to

be used as the base of paper production, usind acid in itt process-

ing; which contributed to deterioration in less than 70 years. Pre-

servation Should include WOrks of great value, heavily circulated 018-

t&iblti and literature that provides the future with an underttend-

g of the self; Microfilming iS one alternetiVe, but it is essential

to achieve greater accessibility, to follow standards, to practice

cooperatiOn With other instituticns, and to report the location of

the master negative. Future technology consittS Of Mats deacidifica-

tion and optical disk technOlogy, both in the experimental stages.

The realization that library materialt are deteriorating has

been apparent for many years; nevertheless, preservation vograms

The information contained in this_article was derived from
notes taken by the author_at lectures_ presented at the follOwing:
(1) The Preservation Microfilm'ng Instjtute at the Library bf
:ongressi March 6,-7, 1986; (2) the Margaret Byrriet LeCtOre -series
presented at the Universjty of_Nebratka7Lincolni_April 24725, 1986,
sponsored by the Love Library ACademic ActiVities Committee; and
(3) the_Nancy Eaton LeCTUre 6n Optical Disk Technology presented
3t the University of Nebraska-Lincoln on April 23; 1986.
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are a recent event. While microfilm laboratories date back to

1938; formal preservation programs appeared only arbUnd 1974. It

was 1938 that microfilming laboratoriet Were first set up at the

University of Michigan, as Well as the New York Public Library

ehd CcluMbia. At Michigan; the microfilming unit was placed in

the I ibrary Dy University MicroformS. There Wbré no photocopy

machines in those dayS. Then, ih the late 1950's and 1960' , photo-

copy machinet cattle to displace as a duplicating medium microfilm,

With Microfilm relegated mostly to filming 5usiness records. At

Michigan, the library microfilm Unit did Work mostly for business

as well as filming pathology records. Meanwhile, the first pre-

ServatIon prOgram was set up at the Newberry Library in Chicago

ih 1974, with subsequent programs begun at 1-ie Library Of COngress

and at Yale; Michigan began itS preterVetioh -vrogram in 1981,

and in the lett five yeart they have mushroomed across the country.

Thit concern for preservation has come at a time of aware-

ness and alarm concerning the longevity Of many library materials.

Early p?per, produced befOre 1860 & to Was made from cellulose

fibers which came froth ola rags; however; in the 19th cehtUry,

the need to maSs produce paper with greater speed -caused manu-

facturers to turn to wood pulp at the bate for paper production,

a process which Utet acid in its creation, the acid ultimately

tauting deterioration. In fact, alum-rosin sizing, ground-water

pulp, and environmental stress all contribute to brittle paper.

Alum is aluminum Sulfate, whith breaks up into its component

partS under warm conditions, causing paper to becoma brittle.
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Environmental factors intlude heat and humidity conditions;

water leakage, Whith produces mold, insect Carnage, and dust, all

contributing to accelerated deterioration of paper.

Paper of reasonably high quality re-Mains strong for about

20 years; it is mOderately strong to weak from about 30 years old

tO abOut 120 years old, then is brittle from about 160 yeart old

to 260 years of age and older; Untreated papat of reasonably good

quality has a life expectancy of aboUt 70 years, while lower quality

paper can betbrne eMbrittled in thirty years or less; Some Latin

American literature from the lc.,50's is in danger pretently.

The most comprehensive survey ever tohdutted concerning the

condition of a iibrary tbllettion was carried out at Yale Uni-

vertity in the early 1980's and published in College-ang-ReSearth

Libraries in March 1985. This study concluded tri6t 12.8% of the

7 million volume collection is in need of iMMediate treatment,

8.1% has broken binding; 37.1% are in an embrittled state, and,

Mott oMinbus, 82.6% of the total collection i printed On acidit

paper capable of future deterioration. 2
In another survey, Stan-

ford University d'scovered that 26% of its collection is embrittled,

a lower percentage figure due to the younger average age of the

tollection. It is estimated that 75 million voluMeS in the ARL

Libraries are presently at rik With mbre Moing into that category

with the pattage of time. There is a good chance that about 30%

2
Gay Walketi Jane Greenfieldr_John Fox; and Jeffrey S. SirnO0-

off, "The Yale Survey: A Large-Scale Study of Book Deterioration in
the Yale University Library;" College & Researbil Libraries 46 (1985):
111-132.
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of the UniVertity Of Nebraska Library's 2 million volumes in Lincoln

ate in danger, as many as 500,000 volumes. Even more alarming

the approximately 75% of the collettiOn printed On acidic paper,

a situation which could render a better part of the holdings un-

useable in the neXt 50 years. Certainly a problem exists.

Faced with this overwhelming situation and the fact that ohly

a small percentage of any collectibn can probably be saved due to

time and monetry tonttreints; several issues must be addressed.

Th_ decisions on preservation should be made in COOrdinetiOn

With the collection development officers but often have not been

done as a rule in the p8st. NOt everything need be preserved for-

ever, ()lit there iS ho consensus on what need not be preserved, no

telettion decision making. The decision critera inVOIVea &enter

around the following questiOns: (a) What heeds preservation?;

(b) what should be praSerVed?; (C) What modes o preservation are

possible?; and (d) what modes should be used? In Other Wordt, one

set of issues is technical: the heedS ahd Obttible means; the

other issues are critical: What Should be preserved and what

methodS ShOUld be Used. Of course, the mode of preservation and

ttlitrbfilMing is dictated by what is possible and at what cost.

For example, if restoration is deemed the -only alternative, and

if the cost iS greater than the worth of the book, then there iS

no alternative.

Certain libra.ry materials should be and are preserved, ac-

cording to RoSS W. Atkinton of the University of Iowa. CAass 1

Preservation. This group is made up of rare books of high
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economic or capital value, as opposed to high research value;

Thete are relatively easy decision, and the mode of preserVatibn

it restoration; Individual pieces are preserved for the integrity

of the whole collection. The macro-decitions involve the degree

of deterioration versus the capital value. The decisions involving

rare Materials are a local one, unique to an individual library,

and do not necessarily involve econOmic tb-operatiOn as an option.

Class 2 Preservat-i-on. This group comprises high use items

for curriculUm purpbset or overused materials. Here, use patternt

ere ribted, using Thrueswell and otner studies, invOlVing the date

of publication and the date of latt -circulation. Bibliographers

have the most say in the preservation of this core collection, in

tandem With circulation and reserve status statistics. Thete are

relatively easy decisions involving local Valuet and needs with

selection made on an item-by-item basis. Replacement is often

sought, with microformt employed only when appropriateness iS

called for.

Class 3 Preservat_lon. These decisions, invOlVing lowe- use

items of possible value in fUtUre research, are more probklmatic.

Here, roCel needs are not the principal motivation. InStead, bhé

preserves so that the future will be provided With an understanding

of the self. Selection iS Made on present values involving ethics

and epittemologital -considerations. Snme trash should be alSO

JreterVed. Microfilm or the equivalent is the main Mode Of Oreter-

vation. The complexity and magnitude bf thit area dictates that

:ooperative projects be instituted. The problem is thal Class 3
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Preservation has no uniform set of ValueS, with no system for

planned deterioratibri or Weeding, and a lack of a general strategy

or coordinatibh among libraries. Especially, there it a relUct-

ance to abandon the principles of Current collection building,

which is that the most rapidly deteribrating materials receive

the greatest attentiOn. However, Class 3 Preservation is es-

sential because the values of a library demahd it.

Before embarking upon a preterVation ;:rogram an institution

or organization should cOnSider several issues.

(1) Whether tb be iriVolved in preservation and microfilming at

all. Stholars of the future should have a represehtative

documentation of materials, but the cost and effort involved

must be contidered. If preservation on a; local effort iS

nOt fbUnd to be economically feasible, then 8 prbgram -of

cooperation w:th other institUtiOnt and Interlibrary Loan

might be considered. in any eVent, a collaborative effort

is essential, With adherence to standards and the proper

ribtifitation of the master negative tb pertinent databases

such as OCLC and RLIN. AbbVe all, access must be enhanced

justify preterVation Costs and efforts;

(2) Whether to Undertake in-house microfilming br tb contract

out these services; One should cbhtider contracting out

such services unleSt an ihhouse operation is in place

with qualified personnel and sufficient business tb thbét

break-even costs. Some contract cOtt8 might be reduced if

the contractor retains the matter negatives; however, a
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library should never contract out the telettiön Of materials,

because it can get back Malerials not sr.ntable to be accessed

by film. In any event, preservation and microfilming iS a

labOr intensive process requiring much equipment and biblio-

graphic tools.

(3) Whether the c011ection in question is suitable for microfilm-

ing. If the collection is too brittle or contains COlored

plates or its worth is considerably leSS than the cost of

filming, then alternativeS, such as boxing and restricting of

,2se, ShOuid be considered.

(4) In any event, a systematic approacn to preServatior. and Mcro-

filming is essential. SpecifiCally, there -should be a search

for copies that can be obtained or purchased elsewhere and for

the pOSSible lOcation of a master negative. Tnis is important

in order to avoid duplication of work and becaUta it is 5 to

8 times !ess expensive tO copy from an existing master than

it is to -create an original from scratch. For this reason,

it iS ettential that an effective clearinghouse be Maintained

to facilitate the location and USO of MaSter negatives and

cooperative microfilming in general. A preservation strategy

must alSo permit the indefinite expansion of materialS.

(5) Preservation must be politically acceptable with USer re-

sistance to microforms overcome. One ittde is whether the

costs of preservation and microfilming should come out of

the atquisit'ons budget or whether a separate fund ShOUld

be administered. There wiil always be pressure to purchase
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new bOokt and pericdicals and tc purchase the back files

of periodicals. Unfortunately, many Look upon preservation

and microfilming as purchaSing the teMe thing twice; only

the secbrid time it it dated. Preserva±ion must capture the

attention and interest of the "powers-that-be" to enSure

funding and support.

(6) Finally; new technolbgiet MUtt be identified and analyzed.

This require.s constant research in that new preseNiation

processes and stcategies are emerging in rapid tucceStion.

After a decision to microfilM library Materials is made; much

attention to planning and administrative concerns is necessary.

,SUch issues as the mechanics of the workflow, the preparatibri Of

Materials; adherence to standards, especially in the creation of

targets; access to storage, and totts must be dealt with.

One MUtt teléct the staff to do the work, including a super-

visor to organize the workflow, schedules, catalOg entriet, biblio-

graphies, descriptive notes, and draft filing inttructions It

is also necessary to hire a full-time microfilm camera operator,

Whb is experienced and well trained; In the pre-filming Stages,

one must produce camera ready materials, reduiririg cbllation of

pages to ensure order. Bound VolUMet May be unreadable on micro-

film and may ye to be rearranged; Notations on the copy for

MitSing pages and space for later splicing, plus repair-s to torn

pages can be made in preparatibn. The tpines of materials m;ght

be cut for mitrofilmin-g to produce a better copy ii the boOks

are to be discarded afterward.
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If one fails to adhere to ttendardt, one is dong a dis-

service tb themselves and possibly greater expenses in the long

rUn. After all, the items may not Exist later on. Standardt

on filming equipment, storage, training Of tottt, and

catastrophe planning have been set down by the American National

Standards institute; the Association of Image Management, the

Superintendent of Documents; and the Canadian Government Fubli--

cations Center.

Negative camera filM stock comes in 100 foot rolls. One

should Use as much of the roll as possible 5v examining the ti2e

of the original volume and deterrl;ning the apiorbpriate reduction

rat;o for maximum spacing on a bI I. For a monograph, one

thbuld ttrive for one title per reel or less than 100 pages per

reel. For serials, one should use as much of the IOC feet as

possible, while ending a roll with the -end of a volume. Never

end a roll in the Middle of an issue, if possible. For news-

060ert, film all issues on one reel, if possible, in Unifot'tni

chronological units. For maps 5nd phOtbgrapht; filM as many on

a reel as possible, bUt identify the groupings by targets.

Targets are essential, a document containing information

on technical and bibliographic control. There thbuld be test

targets (indicating resOlution and dentity), title targets

(reel number, dates, identifiers which can be read with the naked

.ye), bibliographic targets (contents and history Of the :.ubli=

:ation; printing errors, ana catalog cards), and collation targets

Aocument ditcrepanciét and printing problems), all of which
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should be prepared ;n advance and filmed in the order that they

appear on the frame.

The best film stock for microfilming purposes is 35mm, wet

.rocessed, silver halide film, beC8Ute More it kr,oWn aboUt itt

quality and durability. At Love Library, Archivist Joe Svoboda

creates a master negative from which he has copies made on diazo

film, the other standard film stock available for microfilming.

Joe uses diazo film beCaute it iS Cheaper, and he can always make

another copy later on silver halide if requested; Diazo is less

preferable than silver halide in the, it scratches easily and

has been known to fade even in the dark. Altb, it iS More diffi=

cult to get fUnding for MiCrofilMing if copies are made on non-

Silver film, according to Margaret Byrnes.

After the camera negative image is produced, it must be tested

no later than 14 dayS or so to determine if the renidue falls with-

in acceptable Hmits1 to determine resolution, detail, image density,

the amount of light absorbed, all of which impinge upon the quality

of the copies to be produced. A microscope MUst be Uted. The film=

ing may haVe to be redone if the resolution density results are

hot acceptable. If there are too many splices, refilming is also

necessitated. The master negative, of course, must be prserved

and properly stored, apart from the positive copies for security

reasons, for use In making further copies. There are standards

for the storage of film and master negatives; preferably in a

windowless enclosure with non-rusting sh-6Ives, dUtt free, and a

controlled climate Set at 65°F and 40% relative humidity. There
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thbUld be acld-free wrapperr and no rUbber bands used. Proper

security and fire cOntrOl ShbUit be exercised.

A.fter the Master negative is created; its presence and loca-'

tiOn thould be reported to the Natione Re-riiter Of Micr-ofilm

Masters, Newspapers in Microlorm, MitrOtilms in Print, RLIN and/

or OCLC databases and elsewhere, to ensure that there is no dupli-

cation Of effOrt between libraries.

The costs cf contracting out Micrbfilming services have several

variables, including labor, Contracting out services, and the diffi-

culty of handling arid filming; There is liitle hard data that has

been published; however, costs have been pJt into Certain ranges by

the ARL. The cost par monograph it ettiMeted at $10 to $70, with the

mean around $45. The cost per 300 page voiume is -m-ound $50, With

30% to 50% of this cost coming from expenses other than filMing; A

tUth, it is essential to keep the operation tiM-ple and precise since

prefilming costs are high tO begin With. On average; the actual film-

ing costs about $23, while making copies is around $10 per copy.

Alternative costs are as followt! (1) If one Pokes the brittle

PoOk and restricts use; the cOtt it aroUnd $5 to $10. (2) A reprint

purchase; if available, is around $20 to $50. (3) Photocopying iS

around $15 to $40. (4) Microfilming is around $30 to $60.

If properly produced, stored, and tared for, microfilm should

3urvive as long as alkaline paper, WhiCh is 350 to 500 years.

Most iMportant, one should remember that micrOfilming is hot

:eroking; rather, it is microreproductiont produced, with all the

Toblems thereof.
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At present, several research groups or consortia of librariet

have undertaken preservation and microfilming projectt, including

the University of NebraSka-Lintoln Librariét.

(1) The AMOrican Philological Association has undertaken to preserve

on microfiche the classical studies published between 1870 and

1910, a core literature and bibliOgraphy in the classics, the

most attractive titles frora thit period to disseminate to smaller

libreriet. What is sought is preservation and availability, a

sense of ownership. The editorial board of cohtUlterit tchblars

worked separately at different libraries, with all the disagree-

raentt and need for compromise that this entailed.

( ) The Canadian Institute for Historical MicroreprodUttibrit has

pursued a goal of putting the entire rãtibnàl literature of

Canada on raitrofithe to reMedy the problem of crumbling and dis-

persed collections. This is a cocperative microfilming projett

which must rely upon many librariet for lending retources. The

first materials cOnverted tO micrOfiche were pre-I900 monographs,

followed by pre-1900 serials, witi) microfiche collections having

been sold io about 30 different institutiont.

(3) The University of Michigan PreterVatiOn Program under Margaret

Byrnes, a recent visitor to the University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Libraries, was begun in 1981 and has filmed about 2500 Volbmet

per year at a cost cf about $45 per volUMe. There is a regular

review of books returned frOM circulation lor brittle books;

hOWever, there is a reluctance to withdraw these brittle bookt

from the collection after microfilming.
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(4) The National ArchiveS NetiOhel F tóricI Publications and

Records Commission has undertaken the preservation of his-

torical photographs, as well as publishing the paert of

notable Americans. The phOtOgraph projett is funded at $2

million a year; using a Scanatron camera.

(5) The Research Libraries Group Cooperative Microfilm Project

has undertaken to preserve materia!S from the 1876 to 1900

time period concerning the tUltdral heritage of the U.S. The

preservation committee divided the project among 7 institu-

tions, with each institution taking a stated area, tuth as

poetry (Brown University), the ociel sciences, English

literature, and the American West:

(6) The NetiOnal Endowment for the Humanities Office of Pre-

servation made a grant to preserve the tontentt of newspapers.

Rrevious!y, newspapers haVe been dealt with on a state-by-

state basis. This project sought to develop a comprehensive

neWspaper database for about 300,000 titleS With a holdings

record, an N.U.C. for newspapers.

(7) The University of Nebretke Libraries in Lincoln have under-

taken veraI microfilming projects since acquiring their

MRD2 microfilming unit in 1971. Th p8iiy Nebretken Peek-

files from 1871 to 1971 were tOnverted to microfilm; and

current batkfilet are filmed periodically; The original

paper copies from 1871 to around 1900 w8re retained after

filming because the pap.:r -08lity it more durable; the later

originalS were discarded. Current paper copies are retained
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for 10 years after filming; bundled and stored; then diSCarded.

Another on-going project it the filMing Of the Czech newspapers

published oUtside Czechoslovakia; a cooperative project with the

Center for Research Libraries and the University of Chicago;

Other projects inc Ide the filming of the Sett-6y papert, priMerily

correspondences, and the filming of the state weather reports of

Nebraska. Only about 6 books have been microfilmed, on specific

request, those published around the late 1800's on acidic paper.

These materialS are filmed, With the Master negative being

Stored at the State Historical Society Library and copies on diazo

film being retained at Love Library.

In past years; there had been no push for conterVation Or

retrospective preservation in the University of Nebraska Libraries.

int-Feed; funds had been limited to the acquisitions of new books

and periodical subscriptions, and for the purchase of periodical

backfiles. However, people wore not unaWare Of deterioration and

the need for preservation. Contervetion efforts consisted of mend-

ing pages; some i -house binding, tipping in of leaves, and wrap-

ping books in jacke15. Some materials were bound by Maant of 'ciete'

binding, a process in which the binding is sawed through; laced up;

and glued; thereby losing considerable margin. This method has been

discontinued due tc a philosophy that says, "Never do anything that

cannot be reversed."

The inttallatiOn -of a huMidity, air conditioning, and climate

control system in Ine Love Library Archives was dropped in the

planning stages due to an estimated coSt oc $250,000. Environ=
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mental conditions in the ArchiveS Were te d ih 1979, reVeáling

a mean temperatJre of 75°F (the ideal temperature should be 60°

tb 65°F), and an average humidity leve! of 35% (the ideal level

for paper and leather is 50%). Paper acidity leVelt for (kith bf

the archival collettiOn at Love Library Archives were found to

be "dangerousiy high."3

In the last three years, however, several changes in politiet

and emphasis have occurred to foster protervatioh. When the Bind-

ing Department wet trentferred into Serials, a new binding con-

tract was written, new binding techniques sought, anc commercial

binding was employed to save money and to athieVe better quality

whenever possible. Other activitiet ihtluded the formation of

preservation committee, inviting Margaret Byrnes to speak and

ton-sult, sending the Head of Binding to a preservation conference

at Stanford University, :nstituting a brittle boOkt thelf as a

forum for deciding the fate of deteriorating materials, pur-

chasing special ink to mark and label materials, which does not

damage paper, and special glue recommended by preservatiohittt,

the use of alkaline paper ahd Materialt for interting leaves and

in-house binding, and eMployinc, plastic paper clips. More money

hat been allocated for binding. Still to be done are ditatter plan-

ning, stacks cleaning, and the monitoring of OnvironMental condi-

tions Requests for funding from the administration and grants have

ForttOn-JOriet, JUdith. Statement on Conservation as Related
to the LoVe Library Archives, University of Nebraska-Lincoln Li-
braries, 6 November 1979. Love Library Archives Annual Report
1979-80, Appendix 1.
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increased as well.

Two technologies are on the horiZon which may alleviate some

of the preservation crises over the next 10 to 15 years. These

processes are presently being tested at the Library of Congress

and in industry.

(1) Mass Deacidification With DEZ it an etteMpt tO treet Materials

printed on acidic paper en masse. DEZ diffuses into acidic

paper to produce an alkaline compound through the following

process: Dehydration removes the water from the bookt; Per=

meation allows the DEZ vapors to neutralize the acid in the

paper and reacts with the water in the paper to form zinc

oxide; Passivation is the introduction of 002 and water

in the paper to form zinc carbonate alkaline reserve;

Finally, partial restoration of the water content. The

Library of Congress is experimenting with this process at

Goddard Space Center, and hopes to build 8 fttiiity by 1968

which can eventually process 1 million volumes per year by

19920 at an eventual cost per book of $1;68. The Library

of Congress will then, perhaps, license the technology free

of charge to companies that have the capital and willingness

to operate it.

However, it is important to remember that deacidifi-

cation merely extends the life of popr by 8 Multiple of

about 5 times, which can leave a short life expectancy for

a book already embrittled. Hence, deacidification has the

greatest benefit for strong paper and relatively little
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benefit for brittle paper.

(2) Optical Ditk TechnolOgy is presently being tested and per-

fetted at the Library of Congress and by hardware manu-

facturers and publishers. UnfOrturiatelyi there it little

involvement or repretehtation on the part of users 50 far.

The76 ere 6 major categories of optical disk techno;ogy,

With the 2 most likely and popular applications with pUb-

lishers and LC being videodisk and CD=ROM (Compact Disk-

Read Only Memory). CD=ROM is likely to become the major

player, with growing applications just in the past year.

For example, Silver Platter, a middleman between iibraries

and producers, will have 6 detebetes available by June,

charging a flat fee with unlimited searching capabilitiet.

There Will also be internal applications to libraries and

reference sources, with oid infOrMatiOn being converted to

CD-ROM. BOWkeri for exeMple, is proposing putting Enckt

in Print on CD-ROM, as is Brodart its catalog, GrOlier

its Academic Amertcz.n_Enc_yclope-d4a, and H.W. Wilson its

Rr!s-Gu-idG and Other bibliOgraphies.

CD-ROM holds the equivalent of 1500 floppy disks or

about 100,000 pages of text; It is digital, and hat been

produced overseas until this year, a fact tha-:- has probably

slowed dOWri itt applications in this country; Unfortu-

nately, Nancy Eaton, Dear of Libraries at the Uhivet-sity

of Vermont, and an expert OM optical ditk technology,

believes it Will be more costly than conventional sources,
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irrespective Of Whbt others maintain. Mass application of

thi it probably 3 to 5 years off

In conclusion; 'the decades of the 1980't and 1990's will

be a time of experimentatiOn With; and concern for, pre-

tervatiOn, at libraries race against time to save materiaIS

approaching the upper bounds of their longeVity. At new

technologies and alternativet emerei lib-re-Het Will be

faced with even greater Choices and dilemmas concerning

collection management, costs; and future research needt.

These dilemmas make for a time of reflection and compromise

on a national level.
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INADVERTENT PERSONALIZED REFERENCE SERVICE

Paul Frantz and ThOmaS CaShore

Lo''e Library

The University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Lincoln, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

During the course of a computer search interview, the

search intermediary may discover that the patren does not in

fact need a computer search at all, that the print indexes are

either Sufficient or more efficient; This paper analyzes the

itplications of this not-so-innocent shift from Compntet te

print resources in terms of traditional refetente desk service,

staff time, socioeconomic factors, and enduser searching trade-

offS.

I have been involved with On=gine SearChing for eight

years, and Paul has for about three. For the past two years we

have worked together; and have recently discovered that We haVe

had a common experience more and more freqUently. We weUld like

to describe that experience in the höpe that it may be familiar

to otherS of yob; and then to share what we feel are the reaSonS

this situat,on arises, and to suggest certain imp'. dtions for

reference services as well.

A patron has scheduled a computer search with me. (We

don't yet have a developed end user system.) The patten comeS

to my office for the pre-search interview. During this
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interview I discover that the patron does not "need" a computer

search. This may be for a number of reasons, which frequently

include:

1. The print indexes are perfectly adequate for the topic.

This is especially true where the topic can be defined

without resorting to Boolean logic; i.e., the topic iS

one-dimensional.

2. The patron has an incorrect or exaggerated conception

,hat a computer search is. Having heard of a revo.--

1utionary new information delivery syStem that is

machine-based, the patron naturally assumes computer

search to be more powerful than any assistance that can

be rendered by a mere human.

3. The patron has little understanding of how data bases,

or some specific data base; is compiled; of the access

points which that data base offers and those which it

lacks; and of the parallel access pointS that some

printed index may offer;

4. The patron believes that the cor,uter will deliver the

full record into his hands--while technically possible

with many databases, thiS iS prohibitively expensive

for most patrons.

At this point, I usually attempt to persuade the patron

that she should not do a computer search. To merely state thiS

to a patron -- "You don't need a search. Go over to the

Reference Desk." -- is too abrupt. What I (and probably most
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searchers do) is attempt to convince the patron that a computer

search is only one possibility and in her case not the best one.

So, I take the patron over to the reference department and show

her the appropriate print indexes. For example, the patron

needs ten good citations on the Montessori method of education

for an educational psychology class. I conduct the patron on a

guided tour of Education Index; ERIC, and Psychological

Abstracts. Next, I walk the patron over to the subject catalog

and ShoW her the Vatiety of books under the heading "Montessori

method of education." The patron is convinced; perhaps over-

whelmed, by the abundance of material and by its free availa-

bility. Thereupon, she goes to work, abandoning the idea of a

computer search.

It is important to look closely at the motivation of the

librarian called upon to do the search -- myself -- at this

point and how it differs from that of a traditional reference

desk librarian, who may at some other time of the day also be

myself. For many librarians will in the cOurge of Working day

wear both hats, that Of reference desk staff and that of

computer searcher. In the situation where I believe print

resources are preferable, my motivation with the patron is

generally dual: to assist with the research problem and to

persuade (that a computer search is not necessary). That is,

a rhetorical dimension; persuasion; has been added to the

encounter; The motivation of a reference desk librarian may

be exceedingly complex but primarily it is to assist with the
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research problem, to guide the patron to the information or the

means to the information. Persuasion may be present in some

reference desk interviews ("you ought to use this index rather

than that index") but rarely is it a overt as when the inter-

mediary believes a computer search is not appropriate.

What is the result of the dual motivation of the librarian

leading a computer search patron through the reference

collectiOn? Here I'm going to make an assukition. I'm going to

assume that the assistance I give the patron in this situation

is more thorough than the assistance generally given by a

referenco desk librarian.

Her are some reasons yhy I make that statement.

First, because I am attempting to persuade the patron that

the print resources are adequate or on occasion better than

those available through the online databases, I will be more

thorough in my explanation of the print indexes. Rather than

pointing out only the location of the Education Index and

Psychological AbStraCtS, I Will tend to find the pertinent

citations in those indexes in order to demonstrate the relevance

of the printed index method. If I sense that the patron is not

yet convinced, I may break out a few more specialized indexes or

walk the patron through the Subject Catalog, pointing out those

books on the topic containing bibliographies. This kind of

personalized reference service, taking from fifteen minutes to

as muc'l as an hour, is rarely given at the reference desk and

only on those occasions when the Reference Desk is experiencing
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slack time, allowing the staff to give extensive assiStance.

Ordinarily, referente desk Staff do not page through the indexes

fiat patrOnS. (It iS, in fact, a policy of the UNL Reference/

Information Desk that staff may indicate appropriate sources

but, because of time and staff limitations, they should not

find the titatiOnS for the patrons.)

A second reason has nothing to do with motivation; The

computer search patron has scheduled an appointment with me; I

am not working at the reference desk; I am not working on any-

thing at the moment; indeed, I have cleared my calendar for tbe

patron. I am aII hers. I can afford to be as thorough as I

want with the patron. No one else at the moment is demanding

my serviceS. ThiS "ideal" reference environment almost never

obtains at the reference desk. Desk staff are typically

answering ten questions a half hour, not one; Under those

circumstances, desk staff tend to answer reference questions

as thoroughly as they can, but always realizing that if they

leave the desk for any length of time, the desk may he clogged

with patrons on their return.

The third reason has to do with the meciAnics of most

online search services. At UNL, patrons desiring a computer

search are referred to the librarian with subject expertise in

the area of their research. Someone wanting a search done on

the banding of bitdt Will be referred to the Biology Librarian.

If the Biology Librarian decides that a search is not necessary,

e or she can still provide expert assistance through the print
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indexes. But should a patron come to me for instance, at the

Reference Desk and ask for information on banding birds, the

assistance I render will be considerably less informed than that

of the Biology Librarian. Patrons, in effect, take "potluck"

when they approach a reference desk. They entrust their

research topic to librarians of widely differing backgrounds;

the assistance they receive is not uniform from librarian to

librarian.

A fourth reason is that I am "poised" for the search in

most cases. Computer search is still new enough even to us

that I have a sense that I need tO be "at iv beSt." Nortally

we will be charging a fee, and I Will be determined to do an

efficient j b; If the .,:opic is new to me, I may have done some

preliminary manual searching in advance of the patron's arrival.

It bbth the intellectual and the psychological sense, I have in

effect reserved an hour of "my best time" for this person.

Thus, for these four reasons, we have assumed that the

patron in the situation we are describing will get better

reference service than she would have received at the reference

desk; As the librarian serving her, I have a persuasive

motivation, am not distracted by other duties, often possess

the necessary subject expertise to make my assistance valuable,

and am intellectually and psychologically prepared to give my best

service.

Of tourSej the patron, pretlented with what the reference

librarian considers overwhelming evidence that the print indexes
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are Superior for this topic, may stUl ask for a computer

search. She may do so because she does not want to take the

time to look through the print indexes or because s e is curious

as to the nature of a computer search Or for Other

reasons. At this point, the librarian should probably acquiesce

and do the search, if schedule permits. It's the patron's

money. Of course, the librarian may be a lit.1e irritated that.

after giving up a half hour or even an hour of good service, he

still has to do a search. This is known as the "Okay,-you-want-

a-search?-By-God,-I'Il-give-you-a-search" syndrome.

But let's get back to the Shift from computer to print

resources and the resulting reference service that results.

There is nothing "wrong" with this situation as I have described

it. A patron wishing one kind of reference service has been

given another kind a more appropriate kind. AMong other

things, the above situation validates the necessity of the

pre-search interview as affording a "filtering system," a way of

ensuring that computer searching i8 not done indiStritinately.

Nevertheless, there are implications of this shift.

Remember we have assumed that patrons being led through the

reference collection by a librarian seeking to persuade them

not to do a computer search are somehow getting more thorough

reference service than had they approached the reference desk

in the traditional manner. These patrons are receiving

"inadvertent personalized reference service." Their research

topicS Are no more complex than many heard at the reference
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desk; yet they are treated more extensively. These patrons

probably ought to have approached the reference detk to begih

With, had no need to schedule an appointment with the librarian

for a computer search. But as a consequence of th::.; "mistake,"

a mistake for which no forgiveness is necessary, personalized

reference service results, while other patrons, who have chosen

the "right" method of having their questions answered, i.e.;

approach the Reference Desk, have also chosen the likelihood of

standing in a cue and receiving their information frOm a Staff

member who may be under a great deal of prestu e. Error is

rewarded;

(A note: I have not noticed abuses of this inadvertent yet

institutionalized personalized reference service. Patr nt who

have benefited from such service do not seem to repeat the

practice. That is, they do not continually schedule computer

searches, no matter what the topic, in the hope that the

librarian will continue to give them superior service. Of

course, there is nothing to stop them from doing this. The

system encourages it. What tends to happen instead it that the

patron, having originally received superior service returnt a

second time (even if weeks or months later) to the same

librarian to have the next information need "analyzr:id." Some-

times the second or third topic does culminate in e computer

search---but now on a mutually better-informed basis. I submit

that the level of interchange between librarian and patron has

thereby been heightened; the profettionalism of our work haS
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been tubtly emphatited; And the patron has been led to a greater

awareness of the value of information and of those who help

provide it.

Libraries which argue that their staff iS tob bUSy tb

provide personalized reference service; the kind of "one-on-one"

service which has received conslaerable attention lately in the

_Lrature, should realize that their searchers are probably

proViding that Serviee, inadvertently, to a fair number of

patrons: Champlin alludes to the special attention and private

consultations, frequently lasting an hour or more, which help

verify the nted for an online search as opposed to the use of

traditional printed sources.
1

I have no reliable statistics on

the matter, but I would estimate that approximately one in five

of the potential searches referred to me neVer ot b-eyond the

Reference Collection. After lengthy consultation, the patrons

abandoned the idea of a computer search and used the print

indexes instead.

There is a socioeconomic factor involved, too, in this

shift from computer to print resources; The persons receiving

this inadvertent personalized reference service tend to be those

persons who felt they could afford a comTmter search in the

first place. Otherwise, they would not have scheduled an

Interview to begin with. Thus, if inadvertently, searchers are

1-
Peggy Champlin, "The Online Search: Some Perils and

Pitfalls," p. 213.
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gving personalized reference service to p ons whose topics

are no more complex than those heard at the Reference Desk, the

situation becomes compounded when this same kind of personalized

reference service tends to be given to those who can afford A

computer search. In a-ly library with fee-based services,

socioeconomic "injustices" can be argued. At UNL, some students

are deterred from computer searching because of the cost. Some

faculty may be deterred from searching because of the limits of

their computer searching subsidy. But patrons' rights to use

those resources of the library which have no fee attached --

such as public reference service -- should not be impinged by

their economic status) nor should the service given them be

upgraded or downgraded on the basis of their ability to pay.

Yet; in this situation, again inadvertently and not through

conscious class choices, a group of people tend to get better

personalized reference service than others.

Another consequence arising out of this shift from computer

to print resources speaks to the phenomenon of end tiger

searching. For it is the nature of end user searching that

patrons proceed in their searches without the direct assistance

of an intermediary. In situations where end users do their

searches without any interface with librarians before the

search, many of these end users may be doing searches that could

have been done just as easily with the print indexes -- for

free. The "filtering system" we have referred to earlier

gone, And Searching iS done indiscriminately. It may no in
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the best interest of the library's use of resources to have

searching done this way, especially if the end user system in

place is popular and heavily used.

Thus, libraries with computer search systems have a

dilemma; If they continue to use intermediaries to do those

searches, sot._ of the time spent by those intermediaries Will

be on personalized reference service for patrons who never

needed a search in the first place, an inevitable service and

an appropriate one but with consequences, as we have described.

If those same libraries go over to an end user system with ho

chance for librarians to consult with the user, then patrons may

never learn of print indexes that in some. cases will do a better

and cheaper job of researching he topic;

Libraries ShOUld be SUre that in whatever means they use to

publicize their computer search services they do so accurately

and realistically. If demonstrations of computer searching are

done to groups, then the limits of searching should be Stated as

clearly aS the advantageS.

CITED REFERENCE

ChaMplin,yeggy. "The Online Search: IScrile PerilS and
PitfallS." Eg 25, no. 2 (Winter 1985), pp. 213-217.
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LIBRARIANS AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AT UNO

Carole Larson, Mel Bohn and Bob Nash

University Library

University of Nebraska at Omaha

Omaha, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

This panel focused on the efforts of the UNO Library Faculty
'aise their salaries through the AAUP. Included were approach_taki
he proposal submitted and recent outcome from the 1985/86 collect:
)argaining prccess.
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ONLINE SEARCHING IN TIMES OF RETRENCHMENT

AN INFORMAL SURVEY OF REGIONAL ACADEMIC LIBRARIES

Virginia Moreland

Love Library

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Lincoln; Nebraska

ABSTRACT

During periods of budgetary hardship, do computer

searches take a back seat to more "Liasic" services or

do they move to the forefront as a source of potential

revenue? Academic libraries at ten large state

universities in the Great Plains region were surveyed

informally by telephone. Background information on the

size, scope and administration of online services was

gathereth The effects; if any; of shrinking resources

or budget cuts on these services was determined. While

the volume and types of services varied somewhat, most

libraries reported that economic hard times had

produced no impact on their online serVices.

When the theme for this Spring Meeting was

announced, it seemed to present a good opportunity tO

contact and compare notes with other online services

coordinators in the region. My objectives in this
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project were three-fold: first, to discover how

similar libraries organized and administered their

services; second, to confirm an impression that the

University of Nebraska-Lincoln supports a higher volume

of intermediated searching than many of our peer

institutions, and third, to see whether an environment

of shrinking resources and tighter budgets was having

any effect on libraries' provision of online search

services. Today's presentation will summarize some of

the highlights of these interviews.

METHOD

The survey population consisted of ten publicly

supported university librarieS in the Great Plains

region. These institutions, including all the Big

Eight schools, were chosen because of their proximity

to Nebraska and a certain commonality of mission.

There is no intention to imply, however, that their

programs are identical in size or quality, or that

services should be expected to be exactly comparable.

Appendix A includes a list of the participating

libraries and the contact person for computer search in

each location.

Information was gathered through a telephone

survey during the months of March and April 1986. Each
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ihterview began with a standard list of questions, but

was allowed to vary with the interests and

circumstances of the respondent. The structure was

informal and reciprocal, with the interviewer sometimes

sharing Nebraska data and policies as the respondents

shared theirs. This project was not an attempt at

scientific survey researchi but rather an exercise in

preliminary information gathering. The statiStitt

quoted by respondents sometimes represented

off-the-cuff estimates, and libraries do not all keep

the same kind of measures of online searching. Because

of these two factors, quantitative comparisons and

analysis will be kept to a minimum.

Five main topics were covered in the phone

interviews: 1) organization and administration of

online services; 2) size and scope of traditional

intermediated search services; 3) size and scope of

ready-reference searching; 4) involvement in crid-user

searching programs; and 5) effectt of budgetary

constraints on online services.

FINDINGS

1. L-oanization and Administration. The respondents

were asked questions such as: How many librarians are

involved in searching? In how many locations? It

7
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there a coordinator? What percentage of his/her tiMe

is spent in coordination? To whom do the searchers

report? Who evaluates them?

All libraries but one have someone designated as

an online coordinator. In the one exception, the head

of reference assumes those duties. The individuals

responsible for search coordination were evenly divided

between men and women.

Five Of the ten institutions place a major

emphasis on the online coordination function--that is,

the job consumes 507. or mare of the coordinator's time;

Ih the other five cases the cOOrdinators spend only 57.

to 107. of their time on this task.

The number of librarians performing online

searches ranges from four to nineteen, and they are

based 2n anywhere from one to six different

departments; It is common to find coordinators working

across departmental lines; It is rare for the

coordinator to formally supervise or evaluate the

searchers.

One interesting variation is reported at the

University of Colorado. Their coordinator has just

been re-titled Coordinator of Microcomputer

14431ications, and the aLvisory group which she chairs

has been expanded to include both searching and other

microcomputer concerns.
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Intermediated Literature Searchino.

The second group of questions concerned what is

now thought o4 as "traditional" online searching. That

is, the production of computer-generated bibliographies

a librarian, at the request of an individual'

usually with some charge to the patron. Questions

included: How many searches are done per year? What

are the pricing mechanisms? Does the library subsidize

any costs? If so, where does that funding come from?

All the libraries provide this kind of service.

The number of search requests filled in a year

(1984-1985) ranges from 400 or 500 (four schools report

this level) to just over 2500 at the University of

Nebraska-Lincoln. The second highest figure is 1234 for

the University of Colorado. (Appendix B provides a

view of the levels of searching activity in the ten

libraries.)

NebreSka's ascendency in this category is no doubt

related to the fact that generous subsidies Are

pro-:ided for faculty searching. For several years, a

nnrtign of the indirect cost monies returned to the

2 brarv has been put in a fund to subsidize facUlty

,N1-Abers and some other categnies of searching. Each

Ulty ragoi5r iS limited t $75.00 per year, and

doctoral candidates receive a one time $20.00 subsidy.

Currently the fund stands at $16,000/year.
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Only one other school in this population provided

direct subsidies: Kansas State University grants itS

faculty $25.00/year and graduate students a one time

$15.00 subsidy. KSU funds this subsidy program from

the income generated by their photocopy machines.

Aside from these few subsidized categories, all

the libraries charge the search patron for at least all

direct costs (online database charges,

telecommunications, and citation charges). Six

libraries add on a service charge for all patrons, to

cover miscellaneous costs such as training and searcher

errors. These fees range from $2.00 to $6.00 per

search or 157. of the direct costs. Half of the

libraries add an additional service fee for off-campus

clients in the business or corporate sector.

Ready-Reference Searching.

This category refers to the use of online systems

such as DisAlog or BRS at the reference desk to help

answer routine reference questions. These are usually

quick searches provided free of charge to the patron,

and done at the discretion of the library staff.

Common uses are verifying incomplete citations,

covering for a volume of an index which is missing or

the bindery, finding information on very current

efeAts, and finding access points for use in the

phnted tools.
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All of the respondents perform this kind of

searching, although a few have started only recently

and two libraries do very few because the searching

equipment is too far from the reference desk. Firm

statistics on this activity were not so readily

available. Two hundred to three hundred searches

year is a typical estimate, but the University of

Oklahoma reports over a thousand a year.

Expenses of $1,000 to $2,000 a year for ready

reference searching are not unusual, and funding comes

from a variet,- sources. At Colorado State

University it ef the reference book budget;

at Iowa State z eral acquisitions budget; at

Nebraska ann k.. SLate, 4rom the regular search

subsidy fund. Comi_ of the respondents did not know

exactly where the money came from--tho expenses were

just absorbed by the library along with Other searching

overhead.

Kansas State offers an unusual hybrid form of

ready-reference searching, which accounts for their

large numbers (1600 searches last year). The

librarians use a BRS/After Dark account to provide

brief subject searches (up to 2 databases and 25

citations) at the reference desk for only $1.00. They

report that this service became so popular they had

difficulty keeping up with requests. The experience

1n 1
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persuaded them that the time had come +or end-user

searching.

End-User Searching.

The University of Missouri and the University of

Colorado each have a BRS/After Dark service in place at

present. Kansas State and Iowa State plan to launch

theirs by the fall of 1986; Colorado State is opening

accounts with After Dark and Dialog's Knowledge Index,

but only for staff to use at the reference desk in the

evenings. One school expressed no interest in end-user

searching, while the remaining four are studying and/or

tentatively planning for it. Several libraries are

involved in limited experiments, and others ere

providing workshops, counselint;i or other assistance to

active or potential end-users on campus.

In the two cases where After Dark is up and

running, librarians are finding they need to require

attendance at a training session. Too many students

try to search with minimal instruction and waste their

money. Those libraries which offer or wiil soon offer

end-user services report that their chief motivation is

to expand computer search access to a broader

population; With the exception of the Kansas State

situation mentioned earlier, the coordinators do not

expect end-user services to reduce their overall work

load. If anything, they expect to make a considerable
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investment in staff training, user training, and

administration Of tne service.

NOne Of the responding libraries is able to

provide end-user searching for free. Policies and

plans for charges vary, but all institutions expect to

have to recover at least a major portion of the direct

costs of the service.

Budgetary Constraints

The last issue covered in the interviews was that

of shrinking financial resources. Coordinators were

atked if UniVersity or library budget problems were

having any effect on their ability to provide online

search services; The response was nearly unanimous

a very cautious "well* not yet, knock on wood." Some

said their libraries had been spared any serious budget

problems. Others said even if cuts were to effect the

library, online searching would continue unless there

Were really massive losses of personnel;

The most bleak financial scenarios came not from

the farm states but from oil dependent Oklahoma. Both

campuses in that state are bracing for budget cuts' bUt

the search coordinators felt they would be able to

proceed as usual with online services. Iowa State was

going ahead with plans for a new end-user service, in

Spito of some serious concerns about the overall

library budget.
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Several respondents saw free ready reference

searcng as somewhat more vulnerable than other

services. Where the library's operating or materials

budget supports the service directly, retrenchment

might take its toll. At the same time, however, sm:ime

felt the relatively small amount of money committed to

ready-reference searching would not make it worth the

trouble of withdrawing a service highly valued by ttaff

and patrons alike.

CONCLUSION

These inquiries seem to indicate that in times of

retrenchment, online search services are cushioned from

the immediate effects of budget thortfallt. This it

not too surprising, considering the evolution of this

function. IM the early days, computer searching was

seen as a somewhat exotic service, and the costs

associated with it generally were not absorbed intio

either the materials budget or the operating budget of

the library. Most academic search services have been

forced to operate at a significant leVel Of cost

recovery. Therefore when budget cuts come through a

few percentage points at a time, search services are

able to continue to operate.

Some difficulties that do ariFe are staff
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shortages due tO lost positions or unfilled vacancies,

lack of funds for the upgrading and maintenance of

hardware and software, and lass money available ft*

Off-Site training sessions. Regarding hardware, almost

all of the surveyed libraries now do their searching on

microcomputers. in most cases the library benefits by

having multi-purpose rather than single purplase

equipment. In one case, however, the search s'ervice

has always been compelled to pay for ..heir

equipment and suppiies in that library other staff

members are not encouraged to use the searching

equipment for other applications.

Within the library field, there is a growing

debate over the proposition that the traditional

materials budget should become a materials and access

budget, and that services like onlIne searching should

be provided without direct zhargps to the patrons

Amung the librarians interv:ewed, feelings uh th:t

topic are mixee. While most coordinators would like to

see the Institution support a larger share of computer

search costs, nc;t all support the idea of using the

materials budget for this purpose. Some have come to

value the margin of independence provided by the

fee-for-service system, and others believe it would be

difficult to control the demand for service without at

least some token financial investment on the part of
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the patrons.

There is much less disagreemerit, however, over the

purchase of searchable databases in a format -h as

optiral disk. The librarians who addressed this issue

looked forward to the time when heavily used databases

might be made available on CD-ROM for local end-user

searching. They were largely in agreement that this

would be en appropriate item in the materials budget;

they were not necessarily confidenf however* that

their i!istittions ..r..culd be able to afford these new

Subs-r:ription iees any time soc;

The desire to introduce new (and expensive)

rer !Ice technologies* such as the popular Infotrack

Lliser disk system ur free online end-user searching,

inevitably come into conflict with t e need to

acquire and preservr traditional research matorials.

The competition for scarce resources can be expected tib

intensify as long as library budgets remain statle or

Shrink, While the toSt of books, serials and other

information formats rises.

It wil be interesting to observe how different

kinds of libraries make these choices. The findings of

this survey hint at a someWhat curious correlation.

Although the evidence is highly impressionistic, it

seems that thosm librarics with the larger budgets and

the more prestigious research collections put lLss
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emphasis on online searching and new reference

tethnblogies than do their smaller, less af-fluent

peers. Two of the smaller libraries, for instance, had

been the first to install the Infotrack system. There

could be many explanations for such a pattern, and

speculation at this point would be unwise. With a

larger population of libraries and more focused survey

questions, however, nis might an issue worthy czt

further investigati
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APPENDIX A

Cuntact Pe pie for Computer Search Services

University of Kansas
Barbara Jones, Watson Library
Lawrence, Kansas 66045-2800 (913) 864-3347

Kansas State_University _

Glenn Renelts, Farrell Library
Manhattan, Kansas 66506-7166 (913) 532-6516

University of Iowa
David Martin, University Libraries
Iowa City, Iowa 52242-1098 (319) 353-4056

Iowa State University
Gary Fouty,_Parks Library
Ames, IOwa 50011 (515) 294===3542

University c-(__Colorado_ _

Ellen Robertson, University Libraries
Campus Box 184
Boulder, Colorado 80309 (303) 492-7521

Colorado_State University
Barbara Burke, Morgan Library
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523 (303) 491-1869

University of_Oklahoma
Fred: Batt, University Libraries
401 W. Brooks
Norman Oklahoma 73019 (405) 32S-4231

Oklahoma State University
Tim Balch, OSU LIbrary
Stillwater Oklahoma 74078 (405) 624-6313

University of Missouri-Columbia
Judy Pallardy, Ellis Library
Columbia, Missouri 65201-5149 (314) 882-4692
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COMPUTER SEARCH ACTIVITY IN TEN REGIONAL ACADEMIC LIBRAPIES0 Of
searches
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UNL CU ISU KSU IU OSU CSU MU OU KUnotes: (S) (E) (F) (F,S) (B) (E)

$ - Number of feebased computer searches performed for individuals
O - Number of free realy-reference searches
X - NUMber Of $1.00 ready-reference subject searches
B - Figures exclude large_number of EAIC eetwests batch searched locally
E - End-user service in place now
F - Ehd-Liiier O'er-Vice expected by-fall 1996
S - Fee:-based searches are partially subSidited

PLEASE NOTE: THIS CHART IS_PROvIDED FOR GENERAL COMPARISONS ONL'T. MOST
)'IGURES REPRESENT THE 1994-8 5 FISCAL YEAR. SOME FIGURES ARE APPROXIMATIONS.
ALL INSTITUTIONS DO NOT KEEP THE SAME STATISTICAL RECORDS.
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